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basketball 
wins 95-55 
GSU women's basketball 
rocked Western Carolina 
yesterday in Hanner. 
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The Official Student Newspaper of Georgia Southern Unr 
LlfiEidor 
Relief Concert 
held in Russell 
Union 
Mandorico, a Latin based band 
performed in Russell Union to 
raise money for the less 
fortunate in El Salvador. More 
inside! 
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President Bush visits Fort Stewart 
By Meggan Kicklighter 
Staff Writer 
President George W. Bush spoke to the 3rd Infantry 
Division of the Army at Fort Stewart on Feb. 12. This was 
President Bush's first visit out of the White House since he 
took office. 
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PRESIDENT BUSH VISITS FORT STEWART: 
In Bush's first official trip outside the White House 
after taking office, he visited Fort Stewart Monday 
and spoke to the Third Infantry Division of the 
Army. 
After arriving at Hunter Army Airfield, the president was 
flown by helicopter to Cottrell Field where he spoke to 
soldiers, their families, distinguished guests and the general 
public. 
President Bush was accompanied by Secretary of Defense, 
Donald Rumsfeld. 
Bush began by ceremoniously walking the field to review 
the troops of the 3rd Infantry Division. 
He then began his speech by asking for a moment of 
silence for those still missing due to the recent incident 
involving the Navy sub U.S.S. Greeneville and a Japanese 
fishing boat. 
He complimented the 3rd Infantry Division on being the 
most highly trained and highly mechanized unit in the army. 
"Because of you, the march of freedom continues," he 
said. 
Bush also expressed the importance of his rank of 
Commander in Chief. 
"There is no greater duty or no higher 
honor than to serve as Commander in Chief," 
he said. 
President Bush went on to speak about 
the current conditions of the Army and what 
he planned to do to improve them. 
Bush said that America owes the military 
a decent quality of life, good equipment and 
a clear mission with clear goals. He said 
that mistreatment of the military was 
"ungrateful, unwise and unacceptable." 
The soldiers cheered "Hooah!" in 
agreement when the president recognized 
the current hardships of the military. 
"The Army here is over-deployed and 
under-paid," he said. 
The President announced that his 2002 
budget would allow for $5.7 billion to 
improve the quality of life for the military. 
He said that $1.4 billion would be used 
to increase military pay, $400 million would 
go to improving military housing and $3.9 
billion would be used to better military 
health benefits. 
After the speech, the President shook 
hands with the public and proceeded to visit 
one of the maintenance shops on Fort 
Stewart, eat lunch with the troops at Discom 
Downing Facility and tour some of the 
barracks. 
The soldiers at Fort Stewart expressed their excitement 
over the president's speech and his making Fort Stewart the 
first stop on a week-long tour of military bases. 
"It raised morale especially since he made us the first 
stop," said Sergeant Gary Roemmich. 
"It instilled a lot of pride [in us]," said Private First Class 
Timothy Horscher. 
Sgt. Bryan Brown sat with the President at lunch. He said 
that President Bush was interested in talking to people and 
was down-to-earth. 
"He was a very down-to-earth man, and he took a lot of 
time to talk to people," he said. 
"It was awesome." 
Pfc. Rachel Barr said that President Bush toured her 
barracks and agreed that housing for the military needed 
improvement. 
"He (Bush) said that he didn't understand how we 
lived in bad conditions like we do," she said. 
"Right now, three soldiers live in a room designed 
for two people." 
Commanding General Walter Sharp gave a press 
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GREETING THE THIRD INFANTRY DIVISION OF THE ARMY: The 
President announced that his 2002 budget would allow for $5.7 
billion to improve the quality of life for the military. 
conference in which he commented on what President 
Bush spoke about as well as the conditions of the military. 
"What he (Bush) proposed in his budget is based on 
what we need," he said. > 
"This is the post that needs the most infrastructure 
improvements in the United States." 
Sharp also said that he thought that the president 
chose Fort Stewart as his first stop because of the 
number of deploys from there and so that Bush could see 
good examples of the needs of the whole military. 
The 3rd Infantry Division is made up of about 22,000 
soldiers dispersed at Fort Benning, Fort Stewart and 
Hunter Army Airfield. 
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GSU professor publishes chapter in new book 
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Staff Writer 
Edward W.L.. Smith is a seven-year 
veteran at Georgia Southern University. 
He attended Grand View College and 
Drake University for his undergraduate 
studies. He attended graduate school at 
the University of Kentucky where he 
received his masters in General 
Experimental Psychology and a Ph.D. in 
Clinical Psychology with a minor in 
Philosophy. After graduate school, Smith 
received a part time position teaching at 
Georgia State University, which he left to 
have a full time independent practice of 
Psychotherapy in Atlanta. 
Dr. Smith isaBoardCertifiedClinical 
Psychologist While teaching at Georgia 
State, Smith decided that he wanted to go 
back to university teaching and at the 
same time aposition was available here at 
G.S.U. 
Classes that Dr. Smith teaches here at 
G.S.U. are Psychology of Adjustment, 
Psychology of Human Sexuality and 
Humanistic and Transpersonal 
Psychology. The graduate classes he 
teaches areFoundationsofPsychotherapy 
, Personality Assessment, and Clinical 
Seminar. 
'Tor the past couple of years I have 
been interested in the qualities of the 
person that allow him or her to be and 
effective psychotherapist. In review of 
literatuiej'vefoundthatresearchindicates 
that only less than 15 percent of the 
variants in psychotherapy outcome can 
be accounted for by the technique or 
method used, so the majorfactorin therapy 
seems to be the person doing it," Smith 
said. 
This is the basis of a chapter he 
published in   "Personhood of the 
Therapist," one of several books he has 
written chapters 
in. 
"This is a 
theoretical 
chapter. I have 
another chapter in 
the book which is 
under review", 
Smith said. 
Dr. Smith is 
also the author of 
six books which 
include "The 
Growing Edge of 
Gestalt Therapy", 
"The Body in 
Psychotherapy", 
"Sexual Aliveness 
A Reichian 
Gestalt 
Perspective""Not 
Just Pumping 
Iron", "Gestalt 
Voices" and 
"Touch in 
Psychotherapy". 
He is also the 
author of 18 
chapters in various 
books andofabout 
80 professional articles. 
Dr. Smith has held over 160 
workshops. The workshops were held 
throughout the US. and Canada. He has 
also held workshops in.jhe Caribbean, 
Denmark, England, Germany, andlreland. 
Most of these workshops are for 
Continuing Education for 
Physiotherapists. 
DR. EDWARD SMITH: In his seventh year at 
GSU, Edward Smith has published several 
articles and books, including 'The Growing Edge 
of Gestalt Therapy." 
Dr. Edward Smith is just one example 
of the many teachers here at Georgia 
Southern that are involved in a varitty of 
areas outside the university. 
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I ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Things to do at GSU 
February 20 
• Question and Answer session on 
Financial Aid will be held in room 2084 of the 
Russell Union from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
• The GSU College Republicans will be 
holding an open meeting beginning at 5 p.m. in 
room 2048 of the Russell Union. Contact John 
P. Jones at 486-3113 for more information 
February 21 
• Question and Answer session on 
Financial Aid will be held in room 2084 of the 
Russell Union from 2 to 3 p.m. 
Ongoing 
• GSU 's NAACP meets every Monday 
in Russell Union room 2080 at 6 p.m. 
• Academic Resource Center will be 
offering free tutoring in the Library Ground 
Floor, room 1001 in the following courses: 
English, Biology, Sociology, Math, Algebra, 
Probability, Physics and Chemistry. Call 
681-0321 for more information. 
• The Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/ 
Transgender Support Group for students, 
staff and faculty meets in Rm 2072 of the 
Russell Union on Thursdays from 5 until 6 
p.m. For jnore information call 681-5409 
L GEORGIA NEWS BRIEF 
GSU Public Safety 
February 9 
• Cecil Patterson reported someone 
entered his vehicle in the Hendricks Hall 
Parking lot and took a CD player and 
approximately 115 CD's. 
• Zeream Walden reported a Wachovia 
check card and several checks were taken 
from his room in Kennedy Hall. 
February 10 
• Heber E. Tucker, Jr., 20, Players Club 
#170, was charged with minor in 
possession/consumption of alcohol and 
obstruction. 
Fortune found in Atlanta house by firefighters 
POLICE BEAT 
• LaMarvin Love reported someone 
damaged the left side of his vehicle with a 
sharp object in the Forest Drive commuter 
lot. 
• Corey Middlebrooks reported a grill, a 
textbook and a calculator was missing from 
his room in Kennedy Hall. 
February 12 
• Juan Antonio Campos, 18, Oxford, 
Ga., was charged with possession of 
marijuana. 
Statesboro Police Department 
February 12 
• Natasha Hamiliton, 20, Marrietta.Ga. 
reported a civil dispute. 
February 13 
• Amanda McGomery, 25, Willow Bend 
#30 reported an unwanted person. 
CORRECTION: Jonatlwn Perry 
reported a robbery; he was not arrested for 
burglarty. 
Editor's Note- Police Beat appears ■* 
in every edition of the George Anne in an effort   * 
to inform the GSU community of the amount, 
nature andlocation of crime. All reports are 
public information and can be obtained at either 
the GSU Division of Public Safety or at the 
Statesboro Police Department. 
Associated Press 
ATLANTA -Three Atlanta 
firefighters were looking for bod- 
ies when they sifted through the 
ashes of a burned-out house in 
the city's West End neighbor- 
hood. 
They didn't find any bodies. 
Instead, they found a fortune- 
thick stacks of cash in $10, $20, 
$50 and $100 denominations. 
They filled a bucket with 
bundles of wet bills, some with 
the edges charred or burned. Some 
money was destroyed. When they 
filled the bucket, they began 
stacking the money on a desk. 
Capt. Gerry Rusinski, firemen 
Ken Hutchinson and Dennis 
Smith had something to think 
about when the total reached 
about $220,000. 
"It was tempting, but it wasn't 
ours," Rusinski said. "We'd have 
had to hide it in the attic just like 
that old man." 
By the time they finished dig- 
ging through the ashes, they found 
about $660,000 in cash. 
The man who lived in the 
house, Robert Elmo Sharpton, had 
died of a heart attack on April 4 
at age 74, exactly eight months 
before the fire. 
It turned out the cash that had 
been stashed in the attic was just 
a small portion of Sharpton's 
wealth. His bank accounts and 
stock portfolio is worth about 
$6.7 million, according to pro- 
bate court records. 
He also owned numerous 
rental properties in Atlanta. 
Sharpton left no will. He was 
never married and had no chil- 
dren, according to court records. 
A judge ruled that his girlfriend, 
Eloise Bolan, 78, was Sharpton's 
common-law wife and declared 
her the legal heir. She would not 
talk with the news media. 
Thieves broke into Sharpton's 
house after his death. They took 
socks, cement flower pots and a 
Buck knife. The never touched 
the fortune that was right above 
their heads in the attic. 
Sharpton was a frugal man who 
never drove a new car and took 
vacations anywhere discount bus 
tickets on Greyhound would take 
him, according to his cousin, 
Oliver J. Jett Jr. 
"He just wanted to make it, he 
didn't care about spending it," 
Jett said. 
After serving in the Navy during 
World War U, Sharpton returned to 
Atlanta and worked at a furniture 
store. Then he bought some juke 
boxes and put them in beer joints 
around town. 
After that, he owned a sewing 
shop and later opened a motorcycle 
dealership. He concentrated on real 
estate, buying houses cheap in fore- 
closure auctions, renting them out 
and eventually selling them. 
"He did all the plumbing work, 
all the electrical work, all the mainte- 
nance work," Jett said. 
Spacecraft lands on asteroid 196 million miles away from the earth 
This Week's Weather 
Today 
Partly cloudy 
Jwithahighof 
74 and a low 
of 59. 
Thursday 
Partly cloudy 
'^J J with a high of 
77 and a low 
of 59. 
TMS Campus 
LAUREL, Md. -Defying tremen- 
dous odds, scientists Monday landed 
a spacecraft without legs on the sur- 
face of an asteroid 196 million miles 
from Earth and got it to send a bea- 
con home. 
The spacecraft took close-up pic- 
tures of the boulder-strewn surface 
of Eros 433 as it floated gently down. 
Cheers rose from the hundreds of 
people gathered at the site of mission 
control, the Johns Hopkins Univer- 
sity Applied Physics Laboratory, 
when the radio beacon got through. 
'This is the first time a spacecraft 
has landed on a small body," said 
Robert Farquhar, the mission direc- 
tor. 
It was also the first deep space 
mission to be operated by a center 
outside NASA. 
The space agency earlier had es- 
timated the odds of a successful 
touchdown at less than 1 percent, 
considering that the spacecraft, the 
size of a car, was never intended to 
land on anything. 
But the craft, called NEAR Shoe- 
maker, had been in orbit around Eros 
for a year. It was nearly out of fuel 
and had completed its mission to 
photograph the asteroid, 60,000 im- 
ages already had been beamed to 
Earth, and collect data on its compo- 
sition. It was destined to fall into the 
asteroid or be ejected into space. 
Farquhar and his colleagues de- 
cided they had nothing to lose by 
attempting a landing. And they had 
much to gain, mainly images the craft 
would take on the way down, whether 
or not it survived the landing. 
Indeed, during the final descent, 
NEAR beamed back photographs 
showing rocks the size of a fist and 
ridges just inches across. Farquhar 
said he believed the craft was per- 
haps 400 feet above the surface when 
the closest shots were taken. 
Scientists are interested in study- 
ing asteroids like Eros because they 
are so old. They represent the origi- 
nal materials from which planets 
formed and therefore hold clues to 
the origin of the solar system, when 
these space rocks, along with gas and 
dust, were being swept up to form 
planets. Data taken from orbit con- 
firm that Eros is made from pristine 
interplanetary dust agglomerated into 
rock. 
Eros also happens to orbit far 
closer to Earth than bodies in the 
Asteroid Belt between Mars and Ju- 
piter. In fact, with its elliptical path 
around the Sun passing in and out of 
Mars' orbit and close to Earth's, sci- 
entists have calculated that it has the 
potential to collide with Earth in 1.5 
million years or so. 
The potato-shaped asteroid is only 
21 miles long and 8 miles wide. The 
gravity there is about one-thousandth 
that of Earth's, meaning that if you 
can jump one foot into the air at 
home, you could loft yourself 1,000 
feet on Eros. 
Monday's 3:02 p.m. touchdown* 
followed a series of engine burns'* 
designed to slow the spacecraft to 
less than 7 mph. Tension grew in the m 
control room during the final min-« 
utes, as NEAR continued to beam 
back ever finer-scale pictures of the 
surface. « 
"Now we're looking at a scene 
the size of a football field," said 
Farquhar as the craft descended.* 
"That rock's the size of a suburban 
house." 
Farquhar and other scientists *> 
had transmitted the landing in- 
structions to the craft the day 
before, so Monday they simply, 
watched and waited and com-" 
mented on the surprising features 
of the surface. 
"It's very flat, with ghost re-» 
mains of craters," said Joseph 
Veverka, a planetary geologist 
from Cornell University who was* 
in the control room. "It's an amaz- 
ing sight." 
The surface of Eros looks'* 
much like the moon, except that 
on small scales, it has more boul- 
ders and fewer craters. Scientists* 
aren't sure why. * 
At the time of the landing, the 
scientists lost contact with the, 
craft and then regained it, guess-* 
ing that perhaps it bounced a few,> 
hundred feet above the surfr.re 
before settling back down. ■> 
But moments later they re- 
ceived the radio beacon. 
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©Washington 
Man sells soul to 
eBay 
Associated Press 
SE ATTLE-A young man's soul 
brought $400 on the Internet auc- 
tion site eBay. 
The bidding began at 5 cents 
Feb. 1 and concluded at 4:36 p.m. 
Thursday on the listing "20 yr-old 
Seattle boy's SOUL, hardly used," 
offered by Adam Burtle, a Univer- 
sity of Washington student and part- 
time automotive technician from 
Woodinville, a tiny suburb north- 
east of the city. 
For the auction listing, he dis- 
played a picture of himself wearing 
an "I'm with stupid" T-shirt. 
"Please realize, I make no war- 
ranties as to the condition of the 
soul. As of now, it is near mint 
condition, with only minor 
scratches," he wrote. "Due to diffi- 
culties involved with removing my 
soul, the winning bidder will either 
have to settle for a night of yummy 
Thai food and cool indie flicks, or 
wait until my natural death." 
The bidding only took off in the 
last hour, when the price shot from 
$56 to $400. 
Burtle, an atheist, said a former 
girlfriend bid $6.66. 
"I was happy to be past $7.50," 
he said. 
Don't look for a similar offer 
anytime soon, at least on eBay, 
which has 22 million users and 6 
million items up for bid at any given 
time. The listing was removed and 
Burtle has been suspended from the 
site. 
In the past, eBay has blocked 
auctions for souls before they ended, 
but Burtle's slipped through the 
cracks, said Kevin Pursglove,' a 
spokesman for the San Jose, Calif- 
based company. 
The buyer was identified only 
as a woman from Des Moines, Iowa, 
with an eBay feedback rating of 
zero, meaning she has no track 
record with other users of the Web 
site. 
"I don't think she's going to be 
able to collect on my soul, to be 
honest," Burtle said. 
He said he never intended the 
ad to be taken seriously. 
"I was just bored, and I'm a 
geek," Burtle said. "So anytime 
I'm bored, I go back to my 
Internet." 
Q Delaware 
Lethal injections 
for sale on 
Internet 
Associated Press 
WTLMTNGTON, Del. - A ma- 
chine used to administer lethal in- 
jections during Delaware execu- 
tions is being offered for sale on an 
Internet auction site by a collector 
of capital punishment items. 
Arthur Rosenblatt said he 
bought the machine after its manu- 
facturer and the state of Delaware 
squabbled over a $5,000 repair bill 
two years ago and the manufac- 
turer ended up keeping the ma- 
chine. 
The 70-pound device, the size 
of two adjoining milk crates, con- 
trolled the flow of three chemicals 
during lethal injections for seven 
years. Delaware has a new death 
chamber at its maximum security 
prison in Smyrna, and a different 
system for administering the deadly 
chemicals. 
Rosenblatt won't say how much 
he paid for the machine, but said he 
had received bids of up to $7,100 
by Tuesday. The 28-year-old writer 
said he would accept bids through 
Friday. 
The collector said he decided to 
sell the device to make room for 
other items he owns. 
"I have so many other pieces 
here," Rosenblatt said. "It's just 
time to make room for more." 
Other items in the collection 
include the original electric chair 
used in Tennessee, and a postcard 
written by Lee Harvey Oswald, the 
suspected assassin of President 
John F. Kennedy, to Oswald's 
mother. 
Rosenblatt said he is an oppo- 
nent of capital punishment, but de- 
fended the sale of device. 
"I don't feel I'm selling death 
on the Internet," Rosenblatt said. 
"I sell perspective." 
Kevin Pursglove, a spokesman 
for the Internet auction site 
eBay.com, on which the machine is 
being sold, said the company has 
not received any complaints about 
the sale. 
The state does not have a record 
of how much was paid for the ma- 
chine, said Beth Welch, spokes- 
woman for the state Department of 
Correction. 
State policy restricts officials 
from discussing details of what 
chemicals are used and how. 
The Nov. 17 execution of con- 
victed murderer Dwayne Weeks 
made him the 10th person to die by 
lethal injection in Delaware since 
the state renewed its capital pun- 
ishment statute with the March 14, 
1992 execution of convicted serial 
killer Steven Pennell. 
• One inmate, Billy Bailey, chose 
to die by hanging in 1996. Dela- 
ware Death Row inmates are no 
longer given the choice of death by 
hanging. 
© Ohio 
Heifer on the lose 
since September 
Associated Press 
HIT HARD, Ohio - The last cow 
from a herd of 115 that escaped from a 
fairgrounds rodeo in September is still 
on the lam after eluding her captors for 
more than four months. 
The heifer was one of a group of 
cattle at the Ohio Cutting Horse Asso- 
ciation rodeo that busted out of a pen 
Sept 23 at the Franklin County Fair- 
grounds in the Columbus suburb of 
Hilliard. 
The cows wandered through down- 
town before gathering around a railroad 
track where a speeding freight train 
killed 67 of them. Most of the surviving 
animals wereroundedupby rodeo cow- 
boys within days, but four or five re- 
mained at large. 
The police department has been 
averaging one or two cattle sightings 
a day formonths, saidLt. BobParkey. 
Some volunteer cowboys, coordi- 
nated by the association, have fol- 
lowed up on the sightings with police 
backup. 
"I thought it would take a week," 
Parkey said. "But never in my wildest 
dreams did I think in February that we 
wouldbelookingforcatileonthe loose." 
Seeing-eye horses are being trained for the blind 
Associated Press 
ELLSWORTH, Maine - You've 
heard of seeing-eye dogs. How about a 
seeing-eye horse? 
An Ellsworth man with a degenera- 
tive eye disease is about to become the 
owner of a 2-foot-high horse named 
Cuddles that will serve as his guide. 
"I know she'll be part of the family," 
said Dan Shaw, who plans to fly to North 
Carolina on March 6 to meet Cuddles. 
ShawhasbeencanyingaphotoofCuddles 
in his wallet so he can show her off to 
friends and relatives. 
The pygmy horse is being trained on 
a ranch by Don and Janet Burleson, the 
couple who founded the Guide Horse 
Foundation. 
Shaw, 44, denied his blindness for 
years and tried to hide his condition from 
family members. But he began to come to 
grips with his blindness after instances of 
tripping over things and bumping into 
other people. 
"I think the hardest part was when I 
knocked down little children. I didn't 
even see them" said Shaw. 
With his vision down to 1 percent, 
his wife nearly persuaded him to get a 
seeing-eye dog, but he balked, saying 
that he could not bear the idea of losing 
an animal he would have grown to love 
when it dies. 
A television episode about the 
Burlesons' training program on 
"Ripley's Believe It or Not" changed 
Shaw's mind about getting a guide 
animal. Hearing that the horses can 
live 40 years, Shaw knew he had found 
the option he had been awaiting. 
"It's like a dream come true," Shaw 
said. "I feel like I've been blessed." 
Open Adoption 
/ / Since 1982 
a bright future for 
you and your baby 
independentadoptioncenter.com 
1(404) 321-6900 
1(800)877-6736 
INbEPENbENT 
.,. ■ 
AbOPTION 
CENTER licensed/nonprofit 
Christina, age 6 months, lovingly placed in open 
adoption at her birth, visiting her birthmom, Sara 
H EXPRESS  TAX   SERVICE 489-6465 
EXPRESS TAX 
•EXPRESS TAX 
Margaret W. Warren 
448 Brannen Drive 
Statesboro, Georgia 
Phone: 9 12-489-6465 
Fax: 912-489-1674 
Email: 
mwarren@frontiemet.net 
$10 off 
Why wait weeks for your tax refund 
 Get your money fast! 
$10.00 off ■** 
We make tax time more enjoyable. Let us help 
you file your taxes this year and you can get your 
money fast. Try one of our other electronic filing 
products. 
* Located in The Country Store 
** Present this coupon and receive  
$ 10.00 off your return preparation fee. 
i0r*&   I 
3600 minutes 
for just $40 
from Powertel 
With FREE nationwide long distance. 
Isn't it nice to get more 
than you expected? 
BONUS  WEEKEND   PLANS 
PRICE/MONTH $20 $40 $70 
ANYTIME MINUTES 100 600 1000 
BONUS WEEKEND MINUTES 1000 3000 3000 
TOTAL MONTHLY AIRTIME 1100 3600 4000 
EACH ADDITIONAL MINUTE 35C 25C 12C 
LONGDISTANCE ADDITIONAL FREE FREE 
604 Fair Road 
Statesboro, GA 30458 
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we're on that: 
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Catch the Party Bus! 
ELB & AT would like to invite all GSU 
Students to the biggest Draft Beer Party Ever. 
It will be this Thursday, February 15,2001. 
A small donation of $5.00 includes all the 
draft beer you care to drink, plus a dance 
party with D.J. Flyer & D.J. Tony, 
plus a $200 Toga Contest, 
YES it's back to Animal House "Toga Party/' 
Why drink and drive and take the risk? 
Call the Cavalier Party Bus Hotline - 681-9000 
if you need a ride. $2 round trip per person. 
Call 681-9000 for further details. 
Must be 18 to enter & 21 to drink. 
The Cavalier Party Bus is here! Call 681-9000 for the pickup and drop-off 
locations. $2.00 round-trip per person. Why drink and drive and take the risk? 
For further information, call 681-9000. 
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GEORGIA SOUTHERN ANOUNCES THE 
Web registration, better known as WINGS (Web Interac- 
tive Network for Georgia Southern,) is finally here at Geor- 
gia Southern. Our school, all be it many years behind other 
schools, has introduced this "new" technology to students. 
"New" technology that was supposed to be installed and in 
Our Opinion 
use last semester. Now that it is finally here, WINGS begins 
its registration debut for Summer Semester. 
Our suggestion, take advantage of it. Once again it is one 
of those things that you are already paying for. Who wants 
to wait in line at the Williams Center to register? Who wants 
to stand in that horrible Drop/Add line? No one, that's what 
we thought. 
This program, while allowing you to register for classes 
NEW WINGS WEB SITE FOR STUDENTS 
and change them, also has other capabilities. Your grades 
can be accessed, you can get another copy of your schedule 
(cause we all lose it before the new semester comes around), 
and the list goes on and on. This program gives you your 
school information at the click of a few buttons, without 
having to bother with going up onto campus and figure out 
which building to go to on Sweetheart Circle. 
WINGS, a great step to the future, will enhance the 
school's appeal to new students. Bringing more students to 
GSU will allow the university to grow physically and finan- 
cially. Can you see the pattern? 
With the new Information Technology building to come 
shortly, the university really needs to show that it is capable 
of keeping up with the new technological advancements of 
the "information age." WINGS may be the first stepping 
stone to achieve that goal.        
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Alabama in trouble.., 
so what's new? 
DOBSON 
I was watching 
television the 
other night, 
ESPN to be ex- 
act, and they 
were talking 
ibout college 
RANDY football...Alabama 
to be more pre- 
cise. Hmmm, I 
thought, let's hear what they 
have to say. 
Well, even though I came 
in in the middle of the story, it 
was readily apparent by the 
looks of grave consternation 
on the faces of the anchors 
and reporters that the news was 
not good... as if it ever it where 
'BAMA is concerned-ha 
(please refer to my previous 
column, "Crazy in Alabama"). 
At any rate, as it turns out, 
it is alleged that some boost- 
ers paid a sum of $200,000 to 
a current tide freshman's 
former high school assistant 
coach, just to convince the kid 
to go to Alabama. "No com- 
ment," is all the coach, as he 
arrived at the high school IN 
HIS FORD EXCURSION, 
coupled with his Mr. T starter 
kit. 
First of all, folks, this thing 
appears to be extremely seri- 
ous. I mean, hell, the friggin' 
FBI is involved already. And 
the story just broke 2 weeks 
ago! Not only is the NCAA, 
the United States' version of 
the KGB, involved, but the 
FEDS, G-Men. 
Not surprising, really. But 
what it .shows me is that this is 
very serious. No, all you 
'BAMA fans, this is not some- 
thing like the Bill Curry scan- 
dal; you can't just sweep this 
under your carpet! This is for 
real. 
You see, life is a highway, 
and each exit along that high- 
way represents a decision. 
Only, some of the exits are 
clearly lit and well marked, 
and some are also clearly lit, 
but also have "caution" signs 
placed in front of them. Ev- 
erybody has to pass by his 
share of exits, no matter how 
long the journey. But then 
again, most of us pay atten- 
tion to directions and easily 
find our way home. 
And on the 8lh day, God cre- 
ated Alabama...and said 
(*&%&$#*%)!! 
You know, I do feel sorry 
for the players at Alabama, 
for it is not their fault that the 
vast majority of Alabama 
alumni and boosters are arro- 
gant enough to think that they 
actually did create the uni- 
verse. It's not their fault that 
the founding fathers of the uni- 
versity didn't know that the 
G.O.P. had already claimed 
that particular mascot. But 
hey, at least Adam made his 
mistake because of a woman. 
No, there isn't any way 
'BAMA can squeeze out of 
this wet paper sack, and they 
can probably blame us in Geor- 
gia. Remember the song by 
Charlie Daniels, "The devil 
went down to Georgia, lookin' 
for a soul to steal. He was in a 
bind, 'cause he was way be- 
hind; he was willin' to make a 
deal"? Well, unfortunately for 
them, as I recall, "...The devil 
bowed his head because he 
knew that he'd been beat. And 
he laid that golden fiddle on 
the ground at Johnny's feet. 
Johnny said, Devil just come 
on back, if you ever wanna try 
again, I done told you once, 
you son-of-a-gun, Alabama's 
where you shoulda went!" 
Yep, folks, it's true. 
Alabama's definitely in a heep 
of (*&A%) this time around. 
And, unlike the six prisoners 
that recently escaped from one 
of their prisons, the TIDE will 
get caught...and they will get 
the Death Penalty. 
Hmm. I always said I am a 
firm believer in our system of 
justice. Let's hope it actually 
works this time around. 
Randy Dobson can be 
reached for comment at 
redobson2000@netscape.net 
Jake's second stripper story 
JAKE 
HALLMAN 
Ifrontedabandfor 
a while. We weren't 
all that great, the in- 
credible skill of 
some of its mem- 
bersnotwithstand- 
ing, but we at least 
managed to marry 
off two trumpet 
players andsendan- 
other one into rehab. 
Oneofourfavoriteplacestogig(still 
my favorite to hang out at) was the 
Velvet Elvis in Savannah. One night, as 
we were all trying to keep up with our 
drummer, a striking brunette walked in 
and started shaking her groove thang 
directly in front of the stage. 
She was wearing what appeared to 
be a men's red handkerchief tied in the 
back covering just enough that I could 
pretend to care about her as a human 
being. Ourmellophone player was solo- 
ing away, quoting Mozart like a mad- 
man, so Itumed to the drummer. 
"Oh, my God," he mouthed, taking a 
second to point a drumstick in her gen- 
eral direction. 
"I saw her first," I yelled at him, 
covering the mike so the whole world 
wouldn't know of my carnal plans. 
Live music fans, take note: as a 
frontman, I learned that no matter how 
dumb you act on stage, no matter how 
talentless you are, the crowd will love 
you. They don't care about your skill. 
They don't care about your sex appeal. 
All they know is that you're up on stage, 
and they're not It's a great ego boosL 
and can lead to all kinds of nastiness. In 
short, don't believe the hype—the guys 
in the band are just like you, except that 
they can't find a real job. 
She's mine, I thought as we hit a set 
break I hopped down from the stage and 
made a beeline to her barstool. 
"Saw you dancing up there. What's 
your name?" Oh yeah, I'm smooth... 
"Casey." 
"So, Casey, what brings you out 
tonight?' I asked, hoping her answer 
would be "I need lots of good sex and 
heard you'd be here." It wasn't 
We talked for a while. She told me 
she was a dancer at a club in Atlanta 
(yeah, that kind of dancer) on the week- 
ends, but lived down here. She was 
legally divorced from her parents, and 
had just broken up with her fiancee. 
Family problems and relationship 
OUR New Menu.     \ 
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problems, I thought. Easy picldn's. 
In the meantime, the drummer and 
bass player were huddled in the comer 
watching me, wishing they could sing. 
Then she made the red-flag state- 
ment. 'Guess how old I am!" 
-POP!- Didja hear that? It was the 
thought balloon of erotic fantasies above, 
my head going bye-bye. 
23? No. 20? Uh-uh. 18? Naaah. 
She was 16 years old. In a bar. On 
Congress Street 
And I was thinking of sleeping with 
her. 
'Tell ya what. I'm just flying 
wingmanfor the drummer... Hesawyou 
up there and really thinks you're hot" I 
backpedaled.Hell,he'ddateda 15-year- 
old in his early collegiate days, the homy 
HT devil. 
I motioned to him, and took my 
leave. Turns out he had much the same 
conversation, passing her off to our bass- 
ist 
The bass player (aJca Mr. Christian, 
virgin, ne'er-do-wrong, shall not sully 
his body for it is a temple) went home 
with her, skipping equipment loading to 
leave immediately after we finished our 
last set. To hear him tell the story, noth- 
ing happened. He went home, talked to 
her about God, and took notice of the 
myriadtypesof condoms shehadpinned 
up on her bedroom walls. 
Lyin'bastard. 
We figured that was the end of it 
until she showed up at another Velvis 
show while we were setting up. She'd 
brought a small photo album. 
'Hey, Jake! Take a look at my new 
modeling portfolio!" She handed it to 
me, and I opened it figuring it'd contain » 
some glamour-type shots in black and 
white. It started with a couple of those, 
then came theswimsuitphotos.Then the „ 
smaller swimsuit photos. Then the no" 
swimsuit photos. 
I felt dirty. I handed it back 
'Whatdoyoutbink?'Shewasperky,« 
not realizing that the pictures she held in 
her hand sealed the doom of any future 
political career she might be planning. * 
Hell, looking at them probably did the 
same for my aspirations. 
'Fir, they're, uh, nice. Don't you* 
work on the weekends? What are you 
doing down here?" I'd secretly put my 
foot down on scheduling middle-of-the-, 
weekshowsafterthe first encounter with* 
her. We didn't need the publicity of a 
bassist arrested for statutory. 
'1 got a job down here!" . 
Great. She's out of the exotic field 
probably picking up tips at Denny's. 
"At Classy Cat's!" she added.        * 
I excused myself and looked very 
busy trying to figure out the intricacies of 
a microphone stand for the next half- • 
hour. 
Sixteen, and a stripper. What sends a 
girl who should be in high school into a 4 
situation like that? She seemed happy. I • 
don't know if she was—again, my cour- 
age failed me. I didn't want to get to 
know her. I didn't want to sympathize," 
with her pain. I didn't want to try and 
help, if I even could have. 
Why? Too much risk Besides, she's * 
16. 
And a stripper. 
Jake Hallman can be reached viae-% 
mail at jakebone@frontiernetnet 
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Goo washes on shore in Florida 
» 
i « 
Associated Press 
PENSACOLA, Fla. - A 
strange goo washing ashore in 
the Florida Panhandle has state 
scientists baffled, but they do not 
believe it is dangerous. 
The stuff is foamy and slimy 
when it washes in from the Gulf 
of Mexico, then dries in the sand 
as a dark crust. 
The goo is the latest in a. re- 
cent series of unusual happen- 
ings in the gulf and adjacent wa- 
ters, including a mysterious shark 
kill and an influx of native and 
foreign jellyfish. 
The material began coming 
ashore late last week and has been 
reported as far east as Fort Walton 
Beach and west into Alabama. 
"To spread that far makes me 
think it's a natural occurrence, 
but it didn't react to any of the 
tests," said Florida Department 
of Environmental Protection 
spokesman Sava Varazo. "The 
end result is, we don't know." 
DEP scientist have turned to 
the federal Environmental Pro- 
tection Agency's laboratory at 
Pensacola Beach for help in solv- 
ing the mystery. 
In the meantime, they are urg- 
ing people to stay away from the 
stuff even though it does not ap- 
pear to be toxic. 
"There are no signs like fish 
kills or some other public health 
problems, but use come common 
sense," Varazo said. "Don't go 
out there and mix with this stuff 
until we've made some determi- 
nation." 
Scientists also remain puzzled 
by the deaths of about 200 sharks 
found in St. Andrew Bay at 
Panama City in October. Traces 
of red tide, a toxic algae, were 
found in some carcasses, but re- 
searchers doubt that was the cause 
because no other species were 
affected. 
Red tide, however, was sus- 
pected in the deaths of eight 
manatees and 15 sea turtles along 
the shore of Collier County a year 
ago and of 115 dolphins in the 
Panhandle in late 1999 and early 
2000. 
The federal Minerals Manage- 
ment service is planning a study 
to determine if the gulf's grow- 
ing jellyfish population can be 
linked to its offshore drilling rigs 
that provide breeding areas for 
the creatures, which eat the eggs 
and larvae of other marine life. 
A National Marine Fisheries 
Service survey showed the popu- 
lation of native moon jellyfish is 
up. Alien jellyfish also have 
caused problems. 
Giant pink Caribbean jellyfish 
were reported late last year from 
western Louisiana into the Florida 
Panhandle. The invaders are canni- 
bals and may help control the moon 
jellyfish population, but they have 
stinging tentacles up to 70 feet long 
and can foul the nets of shrimpers. 
They may have drifted on a cur- 
rent similar to one that last May 
brought spotted Australian jellyfish 
into the gulf where they jammed 
shrimp nets and consumed tons of 
smaller creatures. 
Recovery of Japanese sub possible 
TMS Campus 
WASHINGTON-As the 
■ search for survivors continued off 
Hawaii, the Pentagon said Mon- 
day that it was considering a deep 
sea recovery of the Japanese fish- 
ing vessel that sank Friday after a. 
collision with the submarine USS 
Greeneville. 
A Navy spokeswoman empha- 
sized that no decision had been 
. made to proceed with the rare and 
expensive procedure, which was 
requested by Japanese Prime Min- 
ister Yoshiro Mori amid protests 
that the Greeneville was not only 
at fault but failed to assist the 
fishing craft in time. 
The Navy did say it will send 
a deep-sea, remote-controlled 
robot to investigate the ocean 
floor. 
The accident happened Friday 
about 10 miles south of Hawaii's 
Diamond Head Point when the 
360-foot Greeneville attempted a 
rapid surfacing maneuver directly 
under the 180-foot Ehime Maru. 
According to reports, the sub- 
marine may have failed to make 
required sonar and periscope 
sweeps before performing the 
rapid rise from about 400 feet 
below the surface. 
The Coast Guard, which had a 
helicopter in the area at the time, 
was able to dispatch two small 
boats and rescue 26 of the 35 
crewmembers and passengers 
aboard the Japanese vessel, but 
nine were still missing after three 
days of searching. 
It was feared they were trapped 
below decks on the Ehime Maru, 
when it sank about 10 minutes 
after being struck and broken in 
half by the submarine. 
"The Japanese people are feel- 
ing deep distrust," Japanese 
newspapers quoted Mori as say- 
ing. "The United States claims 
rescue was difficult because of 
high waves, but that explanation 
does not satisfy us." 
According to the Coast Guard, 
seas were running 3 to 4 feet at 
the time, fairly calm for that reach 
of the Pacific. The survivors were 
rescued by a 41-foot Coast Guard 
utility boat and a smaller Rigid 
Hull Inflatable Boat, both dis- 
patched from the Coast Guard 
station at Honolulu some 20 miles 
away. 
Addressing American troops 
at Ft. Stewart, Ga., Monday, 
President Bush called for a mo- 
ment of prayer for "those miss- 
ing, their families and our friends, 
the people of Japan." 
The wreckage of the Ehime 
Maru lies about 1,800 feet below 
the surface, well within the 
Navy's search and recovery ca- 
pabilities. 
In 1995, the Navy retrieved 
from 3,700 feet deep the remains 
of the F-14 Tomcat flown by Lt. 
Kara Hultgreen, its first female 
carrier combat fighter pilot, after 
she was killed in a crash during 
landing. 
Three crewmembers, two 
school teachers and four teenage 
boys were missing from the 
Ehime Maru. As vocational stu- 
dents, the boys were aboard to 
examine the life of fishermen. 
The Pentagon and National 
Transportation Safety Board have 
launched a full-scale investiga- 
tion of the accident. 
Cmdr. Scott Waddle, the 
Greeneville's captain, was re- 
lieved of command and reas- 
signed to shore duties. The sub- 
marine has returned to port in 
Pearl Harbor. 
i 
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Napster to discontinue music trade  House denies raise in a|coho| content 
TMS Campus 
In what company officials are 
saying could be a fatal blow, the 9th 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals has 
ordered music-swapping service 
Napster to discontinue facilitating 
the trade of copyrighted music. 
The three-judge panel ruled that 
Napster must prevent its more than 
53 million members from accessing 
and trading copyrighted music, and 
in its ruling said that the company 
may be liable for "vicarious copy- 
right infringement." 
"Napster, by its conduct, know- 
ingly encourages and assists the in- 
fringement of plaintiffs' copyrights," 
read part of the 58-page ruling. 
Additionally, the court ruled that 
District Court Judge Marilyn Patel 
would need a July injunction, in 
which she ordered the service to cease 
operation. The court ruled that the 
injunction should apply only to the 
file-trading portion of Napster's appli- 
cation and not to the chat or other 
services. 
Members of the recording industry 
naturally approved of the decision. 
'This is a clear victory," Hilary 
Rosen, president and CEO of the Re- 
cording Industry Association of 
America, said in a public statement 
"The court of appeals found that the 
injunction is not only warranted, but 
required. And it ruled in our favor on 
every legal issue presented." 
Users flcodedNapster'sservers this 
weekend in a last-ditch effort to down- 
load music from the service. 
No mention has yet been made about 
howthe ruling will affect Napster's future 
plans, which include a partnership with 
German publishing conglomerate 
Bertelsmann, which owns BMG Music, 
and apay-only service, which was sched- 
uled to replace Napster's free service 
some time this summer. 
Associated Press 
ATLANTA -The Georgia House 
voted 89-73 Monday against recon- 
sidering a bill that would have al- 
lowed restaurants and liquor stores 
to sell beer with a higher alcohol 
content. 
The bill, sponsored on behalf of 
beer connoisseurs by Rep. Stephanie 
Stuckey, D-Decatur, would have 
raised the maximum alcohol content 
in beer to 14 percent and thereby 
allowed the sale of sophisticated Eu- 
ropean beers in Georgia. 
Georgia now allows beer to con- 
tain only 6 percent alcohol. 
The House rejected Stuckey's bill 
Friday 108-60, with opponents charg- 
ing it would worsen the problems of 
teen-age drinking and drunken driv- 
ing. Stuckey said Monday she will 
not try to reintroduce the bill. 
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THE GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
RONALD E. McNAIR POSTBACCALAURATE ACHIEVEMENT 
PROGRAM SEEKS TALENTED UNDERGRADUATES FOR 
2001 SUMMER RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
MAY 14 — JULY 6,2001 
The Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaurate Achievement Program seeks talented 
undergraduate students. The purpose of the McNair Program is to increase 
graduate degree attainment for students from segments of society that are 
underrepresented in certain academic disciples. The program is designed to 
prepare fifteen participants for doctoral studies through involvement in 
research and other scholarly activities. 
SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED: 
• mentoring, seminars and other scholarly activities 
• summer internships and research opportunities for students who 
have completed their sophomore year. 
• academic counseling 
• assistance counseling 
• a $2,800 stipend for successful completion of the summer research 
experience 
ELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS: 
Students who qualify for McNair must be enrolled in an academic program 
which can lead to a postbaccalaurate degree; has a cumulative grade point 
average of 2.8 and meets certain other academic requirements; is a citizen, 
national or a permanent resident of the United States or is in the united 
States for reasons other than temporary purposes; and is a low income and 
first generation college student or a member of a group underrepresented 
in graduate education or certain academic disciplines. Applications will 
be accepted until all positions are filled. 
APPLICATION PROCESS: 
Typed Application 
One page typed essay. The essay MUST ACCOMPANY the application 
Two letters of recommendation (may be sent separately) 
Current Academic Transcript 
Interview 
Eligible students must not be enrolled for classes for the summer semester 
For further information, visit The McNair Program Office 
in Room 1022 of the Williams Center, or call (912) 681-5458. 
Address: P.O. Box 8071-02 or 
E-Mail: mwoods@gasou.edu. 
Homepage: http://www2.gasou.edu/sta/eop 
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Lady Eagles win first game of double header 
By Natalie Duke 
Staff Writer 
The Eagles won the first game 
of a double header against the 
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets on 
Saturday. The Yellow Jackets 
had an overall record of 25-33 
while the Eagles were 30-38. 
Georgia Tech landed fifth place 
in the (ACC)Atlantic Coast Con- 
ference with a 2-6 mark, claim- 
ing their only wins against even- 
tual ACC champion Florida 
State. Georgia Tech and Florida 
State are two of the only teams 
from the ACC that are on the 
Eagle's schedule this season. The 
first game began at 1pm on Eagle 
Field and ended five innings later 
due to the eight run rule. The 
Eagles won the first game with a 
score of 9-1, but lost the second 
game 2-1 to Georgia Tech. 
In the first inning right fielder 
Meghan Correia hit a grand slam 
to knock four runners in. Meghan 
had a batting average of .300 and 
has been at bat ten times since 
the start of the season. "We had a 
promise, and we stepped up to 
that promise," said Meghan. At 
the top of the second the bases 
were loaded for Georgia Tech, 
but came to a swift halt when 
Stacie Cooper made a double play 
for the last two outs. In the top of 
the third Lacey Kammerer 
stopped possible singles by 
catching the grounders sent to 
the rubber. The Yellow Jackets 
did not score their first run until 
the top of the fourth. In the bot- 
tom of the fourth Georgia Tech's 
second baseman Susanne Miller, 
a senior from Colorado, robbed 
Cooper of a possible line drive. 
The Eagles had a total of seven 
hits in the game, while the Yel- 
low Jackets had only five. The 
fifth inning ended the game early 
with a final score of 9-1 Eagles. 
The second game began at 
2:40 pm. Janice Savage started 
as pitcher for the first inning. 
Kelly Blazi made a stop to save a 
single from turning into a double. 
The bottom of the first inning 
ended with two people left on 
base. No errors were made by 
Georgia Southern in the first. The 
top of the second started off with 
a catch from leftfielder Tabitha 
Robinson, a freshman from Mor- 
row, GA, followed by another 
catch from the center fielder Julie 
Peel, a sophmore from Dublin, 
GA. Georgia Tech barely got to 
steal a base before Janice Savage 
made the last out. She came back 
to score the first RBI in the bot- 
tom of the second when she 
knocked Correia home after sin- 
gling. Savage successfully stole 
second base, but the inning ended 
shortly after. The next run was 
not scored until the top of the 
fourth when Georgia Tech had 
two on base and Kori Jacobson 
tripled to bring in two runs. 
Suzanne Pansulla got on base in 
the bottom of the fourth, but was 
called out after the Jackets made a 
double play. In the bottom of the 
fifth Meghan Correia walked on 
to first. Julie Peel then advanced 
her to second base. Stacie Cooper 
was again robbed of a possible hit 
when she fouled a hit all the 
way to the fence in right field, 
but the ball was just an inch 
short of being fair. She got a hit 
to advance Meghan to third, 
however was caught stealing. 
Ryan Harper made an excellent 
catch on an infield fly followed 
by a catch from Correia to end 
the inning. No more runs were 
scored in the game making the 
final score 2-1. Georgia South- 
ern did not have any errors in 
the second game. 
"We played really well de- 
fensively and it was a disap- 
pointing second loss, but we are 
improving every ball game. We 
would have liked to have had 
both games despite the mental 
let up. We have the capability to 
beat Georgia Tech," said Coach 
Kirkland. 
Georgia Southern will face 
the Yellow Jackets again at their 
home field in Atlanta on April 
4th. Their next game is at Geor- 
gia State in Atlanta on Tuesday, 
February 13th at 1pm. 
Eagles prepare for 
competition against VMI 
By Doug Kidd 
Senior Sports Writer 
A game after tying the 
GSU Division I record for 
assists, point guard Sean 
Peterson showed that he is 
able to help his team win in 
other ways leading the 
Eagles with 21 points along 
with six assists in their 78- 
73 road victory over the 
Virginia Military Institute 
Monday night. 
Peterson, seven-of- 
twelve from the field, and 
freshman forward Marcus 
Byams helped spark a un- 
enthusiastic Eagle team 
early on. VMI started the 
game by scoring the first 
11 points and ended the run 
on a Richard Bruce jumper 
just 3:53 into the contest. 
GSU would not score their 
"first basket until 14:27 in 
the first half. The Keydets 
led 17-6 when Bruce scored 
another basket at 11:01, but 
the Eagles, using effective 
full court pressure, con- 
verted VMI turnovers into 
points and outscored the 
Keydets 44-23 over the last 
11 minutes of the half. 
Once GSU got things 
turned around, the Eagles 
controlled the rest of the 
first half taking a 47-40 half- 
time lead. Freshman Marcus 
Byams contributed a career 
high eight points, including 
the tying bucket with 7:40 
left in the first half that 
brought GSU all the way 
back from its early hole to 
knot the game at 23-23. 
After sitting out last sea- 
son as a red-shirt, Byams 
started out the 2000-01 cam- 
paign on the bench. But with 
the season-ending injury to 
forward Wayne Wooley, 
Byams and Edward Keith are 
now Price's first big men 
off the bench. 
"I think that Marcus has 
done a great job," said GSU 
head coach Jeff Price to The 
George-Anne two weeks 
ago. "You never know until 
you get a chance to play. He 
surprised us and probably 
himself the way he's play- 
ing in his first year in col- 
lege basketball. He's com- 
ing in and our mentality at 
first was 'Just don't hurt us' 
but he's doing more than 
that, he's helping us win 
games." 
The second half would see 
GSU go inside as Kashien 
Latham would eventually 
post his ninth double-double 
of the season, scoring 17 
points and pulling down a 
game-high 14 rebounds. 
"Our team is as good and 
consistent as he is," Price 
said of the 6'8" junior from 
Hinesville. 
VMI would hang around 
in the second half and actu- 
ally tie the game on a Mike 
Gilbert jumper with 8:09 left 
to make it 57-57, but the 
Eagles answered with a 
Todd Shipley 3-pointer and 
a Peterson layup to reclaim 
the lead for good. Shipley 
hit for 12 in the game while 
the Eagles' leading scorer 
Julius Jenkins would score 
14. 
GSU improved to 11-13 
overall and 7-6 in the league 
while VMI dropped to 7-16, 
4-9. The Eagles will next 
play UNC-Greensboro on 
Saturday on a regionally 
telvised game on Fox Sports 
Net South. 
LaVene Beli 
FIRST WIN: The Lady Eagles won their first match 
on Saturday against the ladies of Georgia Tech and 
lost in the second game. 
Lady Eagles wipe out WCU 95-55. 
By Dennis Hightower 
WVGS Sports 
The Lady Eagles are on an eight 
game winning streak, after shooting 
49.3% from the field (40% from the 
three-point line) to give GSU (18-6 
overall, 12-3 SoCon) a 95-55 mas- 
sacre over the Western Carolina 
Lady Catamounts. 593 electrifying 
fans saw every Lady Eagle score. 
Danna Simpson led the way with 20 
points and six rebounds. The 5'8" 
junior from Nashville, Tennessee 
help smack the Catamounts. Sarah 
McCary and Amy Krach added 10 
points. 
GSU showed aggressiveness 
early as they committed more steals 
(7-1) and fewer turnovers (8-1) in 
the first five minutes. Players such 
as Tiffany i.anier, Lauren Langley, 
and Shawnica Hill showed the 
hustleness and desire to go for the 
steal or a rebound. WCU (10-14,4- 
11) converted one of five from the 
three-point line in the first half. The 
Lady Eagles converted three of the 
six three-pointers GSU had in the 
half. 
The second half was basically 
the same as the first half as Western 
did not control the basketball. They 
committed 25 turnovers (14 in the 
second half). GSU committed a 
season low 14 turnovers. "I'm so 
proud of this team. This was a team 
effort.   Tiffany (Lanier) certainly 
set the tone for this team, but don't 
estimate what Danna is doing out 
there. Aside from 20 points, she did 
a tremendous job defensively," GSU 
Coach Rusty Cram said. 
With Chattanooga's win over 
North Carolina-Greensboro, GSU is 
one game behind both of them for 
first place. GSU plays UNCG on 
Saturday. The tip is at 3:30pm anc^ 
will be nationally televised on FoX 
Sports Net. They close out the regu- 
lar season with home games against* 
Furman and Davidson. GSU can 
reach 20 wins for the first time in four 
years. « 
KEEP ON* 
WINNING: The 
Lady Eagles are • 
getting   closer 
and closer to a 
20-win season » 
which would be * 
the first in four 
years. The ladies , 
have two more • 
games in their 
regular season 
against Furman . 
and Davidson. 
Please come out 
and support the .* 
Winning   Lady 
Eagles!! 
LaVene Bell 
Gloria's Creations 
^member your lover on Valentines t>ay 
Gorgeous Gift baskets 
with your handpicked items: Chocolate 
body paint, edible underwear, glow in the 
dark love dice, love liquor, & love cuffs 
Gourmet baskets 
with your choice of: 
Chocolates, wine jellies/sausages, 
Jim Beam sauces, cheeses, 
candles/holders, & stuffed animals 
or choose a pre-made basket with special 
themes for him or her 
Order Early! www.gIoriascreations.com 
Phone (912) 681-6202 Fax:(912) 681-7049 
Mon-Fri 9-6   Sat 9-1 
We Ship & Deliver! 
Located @ Eagle Corner Convenience Store 
10970 Hwy 301 South (next to Ogeechee Tech) 
Peterson performs above Eagle's expectations 
By Doug Kidd 
Senior Sports Writer 
Sean Peterson took one more look at 
GSU assistant coach Tom Spencer be- 
fore deciding that he wasn't being joked 
on. "One more assist," Coach Spencer 
said after the Eagle's victory over East 
Tennessee State last Saturday. Peterson 
shook his head, this time knowing that 
the trio of assistant coaches grouped at 
midcourt weren't pulling his leg. 
"Oneassistshort,"Spencersaidagain 
as Peterson pulled away from the group 
and walked over to press row to be 
interviewed. "Maybe next game." 
16assists. That'salotofgoodpasses 
in one night, even for the Southern Con- 
ference leader. One more and the first- 
year GSU player would have had the 
program's Division I record. Peterson, 
the highly touted junior-college transfer 
that has turned the GSU offense into the 
y«»>>>>>>>>>>M^.>>.^^ 
Internship / Summer Job Fair 
Thursday, February 15 
Williams Center Dining Hall • 10:30am-2:00pm 
Internships 
Summer Jobs 
^vxyyxyyyyxyyyyyyvyyxyy^^ 
most explosive in the league, knows 
that 16 assists in a single game is 
outrageous. But that doesn't mean that 
the 6' 1" point guard won't take Coach 
Spencer's encouragement and try to 
make it happen. 
Tying Reggie Watson's 16-year 
record isn't the only im- 
pact the Mount Dora, 
Florida native is having 
on the Eagle basketball 
program. With 
Peterson's inclusion in 
the Eagle starting lineup, 
GSU has become the 
highest scoring team in 
the conference at 76.4 
points per game. After 
getting just under seven 
points per outing last sea- 
son from the guard spot 
opposite Julius Jenkins, 
GSU head coach Jeff 
Price knew what need 
was at the top of his 
wishlist for this season. 
'It's really important 
for Peterson to take over 
the point," said Price 
during the preseason. 
"It's something that I 
wanted to accomplish 
from last year. I wanted 
us to be more athletic 
and a httle more quicker 
out on the perimeter. 
That's what we were 
missing last year in our style— 
athleticism to get to the basket. I think 
we've improved on that aspect with 
Shawn." 
Price's preseason assessment of 
Petersonprovedtoberighton. Through 
Monday's win over the Virginia Mili- 
tary Institute, Peterson has averaged 
12.5 points, 6.3 assists, and 2.3 steals 
per game. The assists and steals num- 
Jill Burnham 
TYING THE RECORD: Peterson will continue 
to attempt to break the record for assists. He 
has tied the record, and has a chance to 
break it this Saturday against UNCG 
bers are good for first and second re- 
spectively in the conference. 
"It's nice to now that you have a 
point guard that is a great offensive 
threat," Price said. "He can shoot the 
ball and score points but also knows * 
how to get the ball to other people." 
"It means a lot to play with some- 
one like that," Jenkins said, "because if . 
we run the lane we know he's going to * 
find us, that's how he is. It's great 
to have a point guard like that; and 
he can score too so that's also a- 
plus." 
After his and the team's slow 
start to the season, both Peterson * 
and the rest of the Eagles are start- 
ing to come together. "Sean is get- 
ting more comfortable playing with * 
us and knowing how we like to play 
and how we like to get the ball," 
junior forward Kashien Latham* 
said. "And in return, we're getting" 
more comfortable knowing when 
he's^going to shoot and when he's , 
going to pass." • 
"I'm pretty much comfortable 
in the offense," Peterson noted 
though he conceded it took awhile * 
to get used to his new teammates. 
"I just try to distribute the ball to the 
players out there on the court. I try * 
to know my personnel and try to 
get them as many touches as pos- 
sible. That's all I want to do—to • 
try and help this team win." 
As long as Peterson strives to 
equal Saturday's performance (he * 
scored 11 points, grabbed six re-- 
bounds and made two steals to go 
along with his career-high 16 assists) m 
the GSU basketball program will ex-* 
perience more big wins. At least then 
••••»*« 
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Equestrian Team competes at IHSA 
Kerry McGarvey 
Special Writer 
GeorgiaSouthemUniveisity'sEques- 
trian Team competed in their second 
» 
Special Photo 
EQUESTRIAN MEET: The 
Equestrian club competed in 
the IHSA and casme home 
with several awards 
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association 
(MSA) horse show February 34 of the 
new year. College of Charleston, Geor- 
gia Tech, University of Florida, Florida 
State University, and Georgia State Uni- 
versity all attended the hosted show by 
Weselyan College. The two day horse 
show consisted of one hunterseat show 
on Saturday and two western horseman- 
ship shows oh Sunday. 
AlltheGSUriders.whetherhunterseat 
or westernhorsemanship, are coached by 
Eleanor FJlisatEvermoreFarminBrook- 
let. GSUridersarerequiredtorideatleast 
twice a week in order to compete at the up 
coming shows. 
The hunterseat riders and their plac- 
ing at the show on Saturday are as fol- 
lows: Katherine Merritt 1st and Erailee 
Chisena 6th in intermediate over fences, 
and Kerry McGarvey 6th and Emilee 
Chisena 3rd in intermediate on the flat In 
the division of open hunterseat on the flat 
Brittany Jones placed3rd, and 4th in open 
fences. Kerry McGarvey received a 1 st in 
invoice over fences, and in the division of 
novice on the flat Blair Vick placed 3rd, 
Sharon Jones 1st and Kaye Neville re- 
ceived a 5th, and Emily Wilbanks re- 
ceived reserved and Caryn Hood 6th in 
advanced walk, trot, canter. 
On Saturday at the western horse- 
manship show, GSU riders in their divi- 
sions and their placing in both shows are 
as follows: open western horsemanship 
Stephanie Smith 3rd and 4th, Tiffany 
Mobley 4th and 3rd. Open western rein- 
ing Stephanie Smith placed 1st and 3rd 
and Tiffany Mobley received a 2nd and a 
3rd. Kerry McGarvey placed 2nd and 
Jenny McBride 1st and 3rd in advanced 
western horsemanship II, and Kaye 
Neville received two 1st in advanced 
western horsemanship I. CarynHood5th 
and 6th in intermediate western horse- 
manship and Emily Wilbanks received 
two 1st places. In the division of ad- 
vanced walk, trot, canter Patry Craw 4th, 
and Stephanie Zell placed 2nd and 3rd in 
beginner western horsemanship. 
AtlHSAhorse shows across thecoun- 
try, all riders are judges in the same ways. 
These judges only look at the riders, not 
the horse. Each rider draws a horse ran- 
domly, had no warm-up on the horse, and 
all the rider can do is walk into the arena. 
This way of showing makes the compe- 
tition more equal since, in fact, it is not 
judged on the horse. Georgia Southern 
University's Equestrian Team's next 
show is March 10-11 at the College of 
Charleston. 
<&>* 
Tennis defeats Jacksonville falls to S. Florida 
* I f 
G-A News Service 
The Georgia Southern women's ten- 
nis team beat Jacksonville University (4- 
3) this afternoon at the Alexander Brest 
Tennis Complex in Jacksonville, Fla. 
Isabella Kling and Amy Barflett 
teamed up to defeat Sharon Schmeiser 
and Tamara Kaftalovich (8-1) in No. 1 
doubles action. The lady Eagles' No. 
2 doubles team of Callie Ward and 
Brooke McNamee fought off JU' s Kim 
Packer and Tiffany Pinciotti (8-4) to 
win the doubles point. 
GeorgjaSouthem eamedpoints with 
wins in the first three singles positions. 
Kling beat Pinciotti (6-0,6-1) in the No. 
1 position, Bartlett defeated Schmeiser 
(6-1,6-2) in No. 2 and in No. 3 singles 
<m WIN    SOME, 
t 
I LOSE SOME: 
r Lady   Eagles 
Tennis defeats 
■ Jacksonville 
and falls to S. 
Florida in the 
• weekend 
» 
match. 
* LaVene Bell 
play, McNamee battled Packer (6-3,6- 
3) to seal the win. 
Sophomore Tamara Kaftalovich 
earned a win for JU in the No. 4 singles 
match over Callie Ward (6-4, 6-2), 
while freshman Venessa Kelley de- 
feated Baldwin in three sets (5-7,6-1, 
7-6) in the No. 6 singles match. 
The Georgia Southern women's ten- 
nis team lost to the University of South 
Florida (5-2) Saturday at the USF Var- 
sity Tennis Courts in Tampa, Fla. 
Isabella Kling and Amy Bartlett 
gave the Lady Eagles the only wins of 
the afternoon in singles play. Kling 
defeated Tina Harrison at the No. 1 
position 6-2, 6-3. Bartlett overcame 
Genevieve Houle in three sets 1 -6,6-3, 
6-2 in No. 2 singles. 
The Lady Eagles (1-3) return to 
action on Saturday, February 17 in 
their home opener against conference- 
rival East Tennessee State at 12 noon 
on Hanner Courts. 
We don't ran specials or not our piercings on sale. For the best qnafity 
work by the most experience piercer in Stat esboro, come to Cloud 9. 
Novelties, Gifts 
& Body Piercing 
by Rick 
Adult Novelties 
Sterling Silver Jewelry 
Smoking Accessories 
Lava Lamps 
Leather and Vinyl Lingerie 
Beaded Curtains 
Candles & Incense 
Black lights 
Zippo lighters 
Fish Nets 
f 3 University Plaza 
871-4054 
test ft€ 
sraaiNG wffisriY 
irveA' rsS 
Ask us about our SUH 
Cares Progam 
* 
Individual Leases by 
the Room 
4r Full-size Washer & Dryer in every apartment home 
Private Bedrooms with lock and key 
and Private Bathrooms available 
Free High Speed Ethernet 
Resort-Style Pool and Oversized 
Hot-Tub 
Fitness Center featuring 
Cardiovascular Equipment and 
Circuit Training 
EQUAL HOUSING 
OPPORTUNITY 
A SUH® community. SUH® 
is a trademark of SUH, Inc. 
^t State-of-the-Art Computer Lab 
< 
4j^ All new Appliances including: 
Washer/Dryer, Microwave, 
Frost-free Refrigerator with 
Icemaker, Garbage Disposal 
and Dishwasher. 
J^ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance 
4fa Professional On-site Management 
Phone# (912) 681-2234 
Fax# (912) 871-6651 
122 Lanier Drive 
Leasing Office Hours 
M-F 8:30-5:30 
Sat 10:00-5:00 
Sun 2:00-5:00 
^ S, 
+s 
'o 
Now 
Leasing 
——PW^W p——q 
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El Salvador Relief Concert has poor turnout 
By T. McDonald 
Staf Writer 
Last Wednesday marked a rather 
unique occasion for the folks at Eagle 
Entertainment A conceit was held in 
support of an entire nation. 
The El Salvador Relief 
Concert, heldin the Russel 
Union Balroom, featured 
the music of Mandorico, 
and was set to raise money 
andmoreimportantly,food 
items, for needy families 
and individuals in 
impoverished areas of El 
Salvador. To be delivered 
thoughtheRedCross, these 
proceeds are certainly 
much appreciated in 
developingcountriesinthe 
new milennium. 
The featured band was 
afivepieceLatingroup,awel-established 
ensemble hailing from Atlanta that 
specializes in salsa, reggae and fusion 
jazz. Refreshments were ofered, and the 
concert was set to include dancing, which 
unfortunately did not develop, as the 
overwhelming majority of concert-goers 
elected not to participate. 
So, a concert for such a noble cause 
seems like an excelent idea, does it not? 
Sadly, the eficacy of the fund raising 
LaVene Bel 
HELPING THE DEPRIVED: Mandorico played at 
GSU to help raise food and money for charity. 
sufered due to lack of support and 
atendance. Michele Martinez, a member 
of the Eagle Entertainment staf that 
planned the event, was "disappointed" 
with the turnout. Theconcert only garnered 
$57 andtenfooditems. Mandoricoplayed 
a short set of about an hour, but they did 
play wel. It sufices to say that the fan 
base for salsa and fusion jazz music is 
likely not a large one here at Georgia 
Southern. This is surely the predominant 
reasonforthepoorshowingof 
participants. 
The people at Eagle 
Entertainment should be 
commended for their eforts 
last week, as their hearts were 
in the right place. It's 
unfortunate that his showwas 
less than stelar, but every litle 
bit certainly helps. Perhaps 
next time, advertising and 
promotion on a grander scale 
would be beneficial, as wel as 
a reevaluation of the types of 
music that are widely 
appreciated here at our 
university. 
The smal turnout for the El Salvador 
ReUefConcertskHildn'tdiscouragefuture 
concerts for charity. With a litle more 
promotion, relief concerts present an 
opportunity to have fun while helping the 
less fortunate in the world. 
HEALTH SERVICES 
Got Questions? Visit us at: 
www.gasou.edu/health 
|THURS DAY* FIEBfi ^M '  MBK 
|  LIVE AT BLIND WILLI J —i  -ZJ 
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Ex-Members Only musician says 'Read My 
Lips'as he brings to life classics of the 80's 
By Amanda Permenter 
Staf Writer 
Break out the Pogo bal and the 
big hoop earrings and get ready to 
"Read My Lips." The band Read My 
Lips, founded by ex-Members Only 
musician Bart Bryers, is un- 
doubtedly the hotest new 
80' s cover band in the 
Southeast. The band rocked 
Legends for the first time 
last Friday night, and have 
played about fifteen gigs 
since they began touring last 
fal. 
Bryers had hopes of 
forming a new musical en- —- 
tourage after leaving Mem- 
bers Only last spring and posting an 
ad for musicians in a music store. 
Bassist Patrick Garrity answered the 
cal, clearing a path for kiler 
keyboardist Venus Asai, dynamite 
drummer Johnny Able, and wailing 
lead vocalist Megan Cleary. 
Cleary, who has toured with 
Nickelodeon's Musical Around the 
World, and also works for Ted Turner 
hosting children's game shows, truly 
didn't hold anything back on stage. 
"Anywhere we play there's go- 
ing to be a party," Garity asserted. 
"A lota' women, a lota' drinking, 
and a lota' dancing. We're a party 
band." 
Even the band's atire radiated 
the 80's, not to mention the glowing 
lips hanging in the stage's backdrop. 
"IT'S OUR INTENTION TO BE AS 
BIG AS, OR BIGGER THAN, 
MEMBERS ONLY." 
-BART BRYERS 
EX-MEMBERS ONLY MUSICIAN 
Before rocking into some great 80's 
classics like "Hit me With Your Best 
Shot" and "Walking on Sunshine," 
Read My Lips prepared a packed 
house for a long night of such fun 
with their rendition of "Walk Like an 
Egyptian." 
After a set break at the bar's last 
cal and a short birthday bash for one 
of the Legends bouncers, Read My 
Lips was back to prove that they 
cover more than 80's. 
"We like to pul it up to about '92 
to include more of the music this 
audience has been exposed to," 
Bryers says. "So, we take it up to just 
before Pearl Jam and Nirvana and 
the rest of that stuff." 
This was quite evident after 
Cleary belted and breathed out Salt 
N Peppa's "Push It," and 
Bryers didn't miss a beat 
going into Vanila Ice's "Ice 
Ice Baby." 
They filed in the middle 
of the second set with the J. 
Giels Band classic, "Angel 
is a Centerfold," as wel as 
Olivia Newton John's "Get 
Physical,"RickSpringfield's 
"Jesse's Girl," and Tifany's 
"IThinkWe'reAloneNow." 
For the grand finale, Cleary went 
backinto anOliviaNewton Johnmode, 
Pat Garity geared up to mimic John 
Travolta, and they cranked out the 
Grease soundtrack favorite "Summer 
Lovin." 
"If s our intention to be as big as, or 
bigger than, Members Only. Not to put 
them down," Bryers explained. "That's 
just our goal." 
With shows like the one Friday 
night, ReadMy Lips is bound to become 
as big as they want to be.. And that's 
not just lip service. 
Right-wing Indian leader says 'no' to Valentine's 
Associated Press 
BOMBAY, India - A right-wing 
leader described Valentine's Day as a 
"Western craze" and asked party mem- 
bers Monday to disrupt celebrations 
planned in India's largest city. 
Bal Thackeray, a powerful local poli- 
.tician who heads the Shiv Sena party, 
asked activists to stage demonstrations 
outside bars, clubs and coleges that plan 
to organize celebrations on Valentine's 
Day. 
"What is this Valentine's Day and 
who brought this Western craze here, 
which is alien to our culture?" Thackeray 
said in Monday's edition of Saamna, or 
Confrontation, anewspaper published by 
his party. 
He warned that party members would 
hold protests if any "indecent" activities 
were held on Valentine's Day, which is 
Wednesday. 
The party objects to the exchange of 
Valentine's Day cards and gifts, and feels 
that the annual festivities to celebrate love 
are indecent 
But in Bombay, India's financial and 
film capital, and in other large cities, 
dating is common and is increasingly 
gaining social acceptance. 
Bombay mayor HareshwarPatil, also 
a Shiv Sena member, said he supported 
Thackeray'sstanceandcaledforabanon 
al celebrations of Valentine's Day. 
'Tf any such indecent celebrations are 
held, they wil not be alowed," said Paul. 
He said such imitation of the West 
"spoils our young boys and girls." But he 
said there was no formal banissuedby the 
civic administration on the celebrations. 
Protests against the festival picked up 
his week in Utar Pradesh when activists 
of the Hindu Jagran Manch or the Hindu 
Awareness Platform atacked shops sel- 
ing Valentine's Day cards in Kanpur city. 
AmericaReads CHALLENGE 
Applications are currently being 
accepted for tutors for the 
America Reads Challenge Program. 
America Reads Challenge Program 
is designed to promote literacy for 
children in kindergarten through the 
third grade in Buloch County. 
The program seeks highly motivated 
and interested Georgia Southern 
University students to work a 
minimum of 10 hours per week. 
What are the 
for Tutors? 
• Minimum GPA of 2.5 
• Eligible for the Federal Colege Work 
Study Program 
• The desire and ability to work with 
children 
If you are interested, pick up an application today! 
Applications are available at 
The Ofice of Educational Opportunity Programs 
Room 1026 • Wiliams Center 
Cal 681-5458 for more information. 
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Hometown 
— Inn — 
$189/zveek! 
Weekly, monthly 
126 Rushing Lane • Statesboro, GA 
(Located Near Hwy. 67 & Bypass Intersection) 
912/681-4663 • Fax 912/681-1961 
www.hometowninnstatesboro.com 
Welcome to Your Home 
Away from Home! 
• Microwaves, Coffeemakers 
& Full-size Refrigerators 
• Free Local Calls 
• Cable TV 
• 1 mile to GSU Campus 
• Great Daily & Weekly Rates 
• Dining Area or Workstation 
• In-room Dataport 
• Owned by Hometown Folks 
• Modern ADA Amenities 
1   fymrBF&f^ 
1; Delivery Specials Pick-up Special    \\ 
11   Medium 1-Topping Pizza 
11      10 Wings • Breadstix 
11       ^***W ^T^99 
1   8                                                    ^■■P^      delivered 
Two Medium            ;l 
One-Topping Pizzas       ; 1 
V^^JV    pickup only 
607 Brannen Street * Statesboro 
(across from Winn-Dixie) 
One sure way to get your 
name in the paper is to drink 
and drive. 
-| Just don't 
J      doit! 
Check Us Out 
on the Web 
www.stp.gasou.edu 
email classified • read back issues 
and so much more... 
FREE 
Two Piece Dinner with 
Purchase of a Three Piece 
Dinner & Two Cokes 
Expires 5/16/2001 
Valid el Statesboro location only ■ Mixed pieces • Limit two per coupon 
Spicy Chicken Sandwich 
Combo with Fries and a Coke 
$3 49 
Expires 5/150)01 
Valid at Statesboro location only • Mixed pieces ■ Limit two per coupon 
52G Fair Road (Hwy. 67) • Statesboro, Georgia • Open 1 Dam - Midnight 
PIZZA • CALZONES • LASAGNA • SPAGHETTI 
g 2 Medium 1-Topping 
x 
O 
Z 
o 
Pizzas for only 
$Q99 
Lunch Buffet 
11 am to 2 pm 
only 3.99 
Dinner Buffet 4.99 
(weekdays only 6-8) 
*3iiz craNva •Nvasawwa NHMDIHD « 
STEAK GRINDERS • MEAT & 
n x 
@ m in 
W 
P 
> 
< 
0 
- 
HOLIDAY 
Jr 1/ A/ J/\ 
405 Fair Rd. 
Next to Recreation Dept. 
Open Daily 1 lam-11:30pm 
FREE DELIVERY 
764-7669 
Credit Cards Accepted 
Ask About Oar Phone Card Specials 
SQVTVS M33HD • S33DN13 NHM3IH3 
in 
H 
73 
O 
CO 
O 
PEKING 
Chinese Restaurant 
912/489-8816 
102 Brannen Street 
Behind El Sombrero 
Open Lunch and Dinner 
Closed 3:00-5:00pm Daily 
PEKING 
$1.50 Off 
Any Menu Entree 
One per student per visit w/ valid GSU ID. 
Expires December 31. 2001 
AH Day 
Wednesday 
All-You-Can-Eaf 
Hot Wings 
764-9007 •764-9748 
Friday & Saturday Nights 
Seafood Buffet 
Monday Nights 
$1.00 Bud Lights 
$569 
Wednesday 
Valentine's Day 
Private Party 
Thursday 
Call For 
Specials 
Friday 
Call For 
Specials 
HORIZONS 
BAR & GRILL 
Open Daily 11:30am -1am 
681-3533 
All-New Menu! 
Wednesday 
$1.25 Longnecks 
Thursday 
75# Wells 
Happy Hour 
4 p.m - 8 p.m 
Saturday 
Call For 
Specials 
Monday 
Not Cover For Ladies 
Tuesday 
Dime Drafts 
8pm -11pm 
Friday 
$2 Jim Beam 
$2 Jack Daniels 
$2 Corona 
$2.50 Crown Royal 
Saturday 
$2 Corona 
$2 Hineken 
$2.50 Crown Royal 
Monday 
$1.00 Pitchers 
$1.00 Longnecks 
Tuesday 
$1.00 Pitchers 
$1.50 Longnecks 
Wednesday 
Gin's Request 
2 for 1 cosmopolitans 
Thursday 
Karaoke 
Bash s7/" 
AH You Can Eat Wings 
Friday 
SlO Buckets Coors Lt. or Miller Lt. 
Saucy Brown 
Saturday 
Riss Kings 
25^ Wings Until 6 pm 
Sunday 
25^ Wings Until 6 pm 
Kids Eat Free 
Monday 
Beer Bingo 
$2 Big Mug Refills 
$8.'"' Sirlioti • Kids Eat Free 
Tuesday 
Live Trivia w/ Alex & Abbs 
$2 Coronas ♦ Two for Tuesday 
Buy Wines 10 Get 10 Wings Free 
H H 
EAGLE CINEMA 
AT THE RUSSELL UNION 
A Division of Student Affairs 
All Movies Show in 
Russell Union 
Theater 
Upcoming Movies 
Meet The Parents 
Thurs., Feb. 15 
Fri., Feb. 16 
Sat., Feb. 17 
7 & 9:30 pm 
7 & 9:30 pm      Men of Honor 
7 Pm       Thurs., Feb. 22        7 & 9:30 p 
Fri., Feb. 23 7 & 9:30 pm 
For more info., call 486-7270 Sat> Fcb- 24 7 Pm 
m 
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'Slow Ride'is perfect Valentine's love music 
By Chad Buissereth 
Urban Music Director, WVGS 
Alright.  You've got the 
flowers, you did the choco- 
late  exchange  thing,  and 
you're  probably  going  to 
highlight the night with some 
form  of entertainment:   a 
movie, a candlelight dinner, 
or engage in the enlighten- 
ment of poetry at the Urban 
Cafe Lounge. So how do you 
top off the only night you and 
your significant other didn't 
fight?   Fellas, lay down on 
the bed, tell your girl to hit 
t'START" on the CD player, 
and get ready for a "Slow 
Ride" - 80 minutes of the 
hottest bump & grind tracks 
,ever produced, playing be- 
hind you as you engage in hot 
relations with your Valentine. 
.[    Executive produced by DJ 
Charl E. Brown, this CD has 
it all from spanking  new 
tracks including Maxwell's 
i"A Woman's World" and 
Musiq's "Love" to old school 
jams like Isley Brothers "Be- 
tween the Sheets" and Jodeci's 
"Freaking You".    Also in- 
cluded    are    tracks    from 
D'Angelo,     Silk,     Adina 
Howard, Sons of Funk, R. 
Kelly, Jagged Edge, Jill Scott, 
and Tank. I also enjoyed the 
last track which incorporates 
some local talent on the rise, 
an R&B group called Plati- 
num Potential, with their hot 
new single, "Cut Em Up." 
I highly recommend that you 
go out and cop "The Slow Ride" 
this Valentine's Day if you want 
a CD that will keep you in the 
mood, in the groove, and can 
run the whole 80 minutes with- 
File Photo 
out having to skip a song. 
"The Slow Ride" made its 
debut release on Monday as a 
limited edition (only 100 copies 
available) and will be available 
at Fast Traxx, or your nearest 
RA in Winburn, Dorman, 
Veazy, Brannen, or Sanford 
Hall. 
Superintendent bans Valentine's Day from Virginia schools 
Associated Press 
- KING GEORGE, Va. - King 
XJeorge County schools are a no- 
',Valentine zone this week. 
After learning that school secre- 
taries would typically deal with 100 
,';to 200 deliveries of flowers, balloons 
£and the like each Valentine's Day to 
^teachers and students, Principal Jo- 
seph Pociask banned all such deliv- 
eries for the entire week. 
'; Acting King George School Su- 
perintendent Carol Collins liked the 
';idea, and she extended the ban to all 
four county schools. 
Pociask said he isn' t an unroman- 
tic grinch, but he just wants to mini- 
mize disruptions. 
"People who are champions of 
education realize our job is to deliver 
education, not to deliver flowers," he 
said. 
The ban has angered many county 
teachers, parents and students, as well 
as their loved ones. 
"I'm extremely disappointed that 
I do not have the opportunity to show 
my wife that I love her by sending 
her flowers to her work environ- 
ment," said Darrell Myers, whose 
said his wife works for the school 
system. 
The move also upset some flo- 
rists. James Beverly, who owns 
Beverly Hills Florist in Dahlgren, 
said he was thrown for a loop when 
Pociask told him about the new 
policy. 
Beverly said he has often donated 
wreaths, corsages and other items to 
the schools, and didn't appreciate the 
short notice. 
New Birth Baptist Church and Vision 
Ministries bring Road Tour to GSU 
By Urkovia Jacobs 
Staff Writer 
Approximately 400 people 
showed up at the Education 
Building to try something new 
and different Friday night. 
Coordinated through Vision 
Ministries in conjunction with 
New Birth Baptist Church, 
"The Violent Take it By Force 
Road Tour" came to Geor- 
gia Southern backed by a      — 
lot of student  support. 
"The purpose of this Road 
Tour is to heighten the 
awareness of Christ and 
make Him the focal point 
of the  students  life," 
speaker Elder Terrell 
Murphy stated after the      — 
conference. 
"The Violent Take it by 
Force Road Tour" started in 
November, and will continue 
for seven more dates, one of 
which is February 26 at Savan- 
nah State University. 
The turnout at the confer- 
ence was so large that many 
people who came 30 to 40 min- 
utes late were forced to either 
stand during the conference or 
simply leave. 
"We get requests almost ev- 
eryday from schools, and we 
are re-evaluating the Road Tour 
and conference to see if we can 
possibly do the tour in the fall," 
Murphy said. 
One of the goals for the Road 
Tour is to create excitement 
for the "Violent Take it by 
Force" conference that is held 
annually at New Birth but was 
not this year due to the Road 
Tour. 
"We understand that stu- 
dents [often opt] to go to events 
such as Daytona Beach and oth- 
IT FLOWED; IT WAS GOD." 
-DARIUS WISE 
CAMPUS MINISTER 
ers that are killing their soul, 
but we want to show them that 
it's still fun to be in Christ 
while building up their mo- 
rale," Road Tour crew member 
and minister Mulan Ford said. 
, Speaking on the topics of sex, 
drugs, alcohol, credit card debt, 
and even sexual preference, El- 
der Murphy was able to connect 
to a lot of students who came 
looking for answers. Murphy 
read a story out of the Bible, 
translated it to modern language, 
and then related it to the lives of 
students while using his own life 
for examples. 
When asked what they thought 
of the conference, GSU students 
had mostly positive comments. 
"I think he related well. He 
was a little outrageous at times 
but overall it was needful," 
NaQuanda Hayes stated. 
"It flowed; it was God," cam- 
pus minister Darius Wise said. 
"This wouldn't be possible as 
a Road Tour if Bishop Eddie 
Long didn't believe in 
these ministers and our 
college  ministry   as  a 
whole," Murphy said. "He 
has invested well over a 
six-figure budget in the 
college ministry alone 
without the Road Tour." 
"I have never been to a 
school so open and wel- 
coming, evenif they didn't 
know what they were welcom- 
ing," Road Tour crew member 
and Campus Minister Ebony 
Thomas said. "It was awesome 
to see the different ministries 
work together. We want to leave 
with the mindset that unity has to 
happen." 
If you would like to read more 
about the Tour and where they 
will be going, you can visit the 
web site at www.byforce.org. 
Georgia Southern's Road 
Tour was also helped and sup- 
ported by Fellowship of Chris- 
tian Athletes, Campus Outreach, 
Christ Ministries, United in 
Christ, and Voices in Ministry. 
Love is a late bloomer as less valentines are being 
sent this year than normal in Valentine, Nebraska 
Associated Press 
VALENTINE, Neb. - If 
there is love in the air, it 
might be suffering a little 
this year if the postal 
count is any indication. 
Even though the Val- 
entine Post Office has al- 
ready handled over 
17,000 pieces of mail for 
Valentine's Day, Postmas- 
ter Rick Bordeoux said that 
count is a couple thousand 
pieces behind normal. 
People annually send 
Valentines here to receive 
the city's postmark before 
being sent on to loved 
ones. 
Botdeoux   said   cards 
have been sent this year 
to all 50 states, Japan, 
Canada, Australia and 
several other countries. 
Love may just be a late 
bloomer this year. 
Bordeoux said his of- 
fice still is receiving 
boxes of cards for relay 
cach;day. 
1900:1,700 Negroes attend college. 
1944: 40,000 Colored People attend college. 
1970: 522,000 Blacks attend college. 
1992:1,393,000 African Americans attend college. 
Still I Rise. 
These numbers may sound impressive, but there are still tens of thousands of deserving 
students who can't afford to go to college. That's where the United Negro College Fund comes 
in. For more than 50 years, we've been helping bright, young students get the education they 
need to fulfill their dreams. But there are still thousands more who need your support. Please 
give generously. Because the bigger these numbers become, the better it is for all of us. 
Call 1 (800) 332-UNCF. 
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND 
A mind is a terrible thing to waste. 
i a • & • * 
i © a o < 
Today's Quote 
A kiss is a lovely trick designed by 
nature to stop speech when words 
become superfluous. 
- Jngrid Bergman ^George-Anne Classifieds, etc. 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Twitch 
4 Needless activity 
8 Actor Zero 
14 Lennon's love 
15 Turner of 
"Madame X" 
16 South African 
river 
17 Naked 
19 German 
20 Rubber base 
21 Monty  
23 School on the 
Thames 
24 Software buyers 
25 Church part 
29 Sawbuck 
30 REM sound? 
31 Snack 
32 Jellyfish 
34 Campfire 
whopper 
35 Foursome 
38 Place of exile 
40 "QB VII" author 
41 Remus' twin 
43 Annex 
44 Rolls up and 
secures 
45 Cribbage piece 
48 Membership 
50 "The Life of _" 
51 Arp's art 
52 Roof material 
54 Enter 
55 Unbroken 
stretch 
58 Classical scholar 
60 Lifework of an 
artist 
61 SonofSeth 
62 Neither fish  
fowl 
63 Runs like colors 
64 Procedure part 
65 Even one 
DOWN 
1 Bathroom fixture 
2 Existing 
naturally 
3 Preacher Mather 
4 Display muscle 
5 Egt.-Syr., once 
6 Comes to one's 
1 2 3 I 5 fi ' 1 ' 9 10 11 12 13 14 5 ■ 17 18 . 
20 21 22 
39 
34 
26 23 24 
33 
27 28 
29 30 31 
32 
35 36 37 ■ 3H 
4b 
40 41 4? 
51 
43 44 
51 
46 47 
48 41)     ■ hi) 
59 
52 53 
55 56 57 1 I>8 1 6!) „ . 63 64 . 
©20C 
All rig 
1 Trib 
his >c 
uneM 
sorvot 
ixjia S orvice s. !nc 1/2 2/01 
senses 
7 Ruth and Diane 
8 Nocturnal 
insects 
9 Nabisco cookie 
10 Finn's steam 
11 T. Turner stn. 
12 Self-esteem 
13 Actor Cariou 
18 Coop biddy 
22 Search for lost 
riches 
24 Secondary 
26 Orchard fruit 
27 Dress for Indira 
28 Sicilian volcano 
30 Clique 
32 " Doubtfire" 
33 Foolish 
34 Absolutely! 
35 Coll. common 
36 Pakistani 
tongue 
37 Adjutant 
39 Public vehicle 
42 Weed stoppers 
45 Copper coat 
Solutions 
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N H V A ■ s V S n a 3 w 
1 V 3 ■ 3 a 0 N s ■ :'. 3 i 
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N 0 H 1 A a X 3 l V 3 
N 0 i n 3 1 1 M V a 3 H l N 1 3 0 N V a o v N V 1 i o N O 1 3 1 s 0 Ifl s s n ^ o 1 1 
46 Phonograph 
inventor 
47 Mount for a 
movable crane 
49 Lawrence or 
McQueen 
51 Retreat 
53 Challenging 
54 Sound shocked 
55 Shed tears 
56 Part of GTE 
57 Be penitent 
10 G-A Action Ads 
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The 
George-Anne is the official student 
newspaper of Georgia Southern University, 
owned and operated by GSU students and 
utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The 
newspaper is the oldest continuously d in 
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The 
ideas expressed herein are those of the 
editor or the individual authors and do not 
necessarily represent the views of the 
Student Media Committee, the 
administration, the faculty and staff of 
Georgia Southern University, or the 
University System of Georgia. The George- 
Anne is published three times weekly during 
the academic year and five times during 
summers. Any questions regarding content 
should be directed to the editor at by phone 
at 912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113. 
Readers may also send electronic 
messages to the newspaper staff by visiting 
our web site at http://www.stp.gasou.edu. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, 
F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne, 
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern 
University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460.912/681 - 
5246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) 
or 912/486-7113 (Fax) 
ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
The George-Anne reserves -the right to 
refuse any advertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for 
reserving space and submitting advertising 
copy is Noon, one week prior to the intended 
publication date. 
For more information, rate cards, sample 
publications, contact: Brooks Clements, 
Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418; 
or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator, 
(912)681-0069. 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The 
newspaper makes every reasonable effort 
to present correct and complete information 
in advertisements. However, the advertiser 
is responsible for proofing the ad upon 
publication and should notify the newspaper 
immediately in the event of an error. The 
newspaper is not responsible for any errors 
in advertisements and its liability for 
adjustments is limited to the amount of 
space the error occupied in the ad. Further, 
the newspaper is not responsible for any 
damages caused due to an ad's omission 
-from a particular edition and its responsibility 
solely is to reschedule the ad in the next 
regular edition at the regular advertising 
rates. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from 
students, faculty arid staff must be non- 
commercial in nature and submitted in 
writing, with the name of the sender, local 
address, and phone number. No free ads 
taken via telephone - at this price we 
don't take dictation. One free ad per 
person per week. Commercial classified are 
20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per 
insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per 
insertion. 
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: 
Subscription rates for home delivery of The 
George-Anne are $35 per semester, or $60 
per year, delivered by third class mail. 
Please address all inquiries to Courtney 
Williams, Business Manager. The George- 
Anne is distributed free of charge on the 
50 Gardener's tools   59 One Stooge 
Georgia Southern University campus 
through delivery sites located in campus 
buildings, at off-campus sites, and in 
residence halls. 
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free 
copy, and a second for a roommate or 
acquaintance, at distribution sites. 
Additional copies are 35 cents each and are 
available at the Williams Center. However, 
unauthorized removal of additional copies 
from a distribution site constitutes theft 
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense 
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors 
will seek to have any person(s) who 
removes more than the authorized number 
of copies from distribution sites prosecuted 
to the full extent of the law. 
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft 
of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed 
by Some, Read by them AM" - from Robert 
Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call Bob 
and he can tell you who he stole it from 
originally. 
FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE 
student and faculty ads to be run in the 
George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O. 
BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be 
rejected if they do not have this 
information. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
*- STUDENTS BEWARE 
ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens 
all advertisements prior to publication. The 
newspaper strives to accept ads for 
legitimate products and services only. 
Students are urged to exercise caution 
when replying to ads — particularly those 
which require a credit card number, other 
personal information, or money in advance 
of the delivery of a product or service. 
Students are also urged to report to the 
newspaper any suspicious offers which they 
might see in an ad. Remember, if an offer 
seems too good to be true, it probably 
is. 
20 Announcements 
Student Speaker for Honors Day: Honors 
Day Committee accepting nominations. 
Visit the Registrar's web page... 
http://vvww2.gasou.edu/registrar/. 
THERE WILL be a sociological Society 
meeting Monday February 12 at 7:30 in the 
Russell Union. All are welcome. 
GSU UPWARD BOUND seeks Counselors 
for Summer. Experience, 2.4 GPA, must be 
a sophomore by May 16th. $1600. No 
summer school: Williams Center 1026 or 
681-5458 by March 16th 
Leadership/Service Awards presented 
Honors Day: Nominate a deserving student. 
Visit the the Registrar's web address: 
www2gasou.edu/registrar/ 
leadership.html 
SPRING BREAK Panama City Beach, 
Daytona, South Beach, FL. Best Parties, 
Hotels and Condos. Lowest Prices! 
www.myspringbreak.net (800)575-2026 
THERE WILL be a bake sale on Tuesday 
Feb 13 under the Newton Building 
breezeway. Please come and help out the 
sociological society. 
ROLLER QUEEN - Happy 21st Birthday! 
Drink one for all of us. From all your friends. 
WANTED: Donations of old HUNTING and 
FISHING memoribilia and decor. For more 
information or to make donations call Cindy 
486-3472. 
MENTORS NEEDED FOR GIRLS - work 
at summer camp near atlanta, ga. great 
pay,       benefits. Contact 
lkrogh@girlscoutsnwga.org for more info, or 
see me at the gsu internship and summer 
Job fair 2/15 - look for girls scout council of 
nw ga. it takes a strong leader (you!) to 
teach a girl not to follow. 
40 Autos for Sale 
FOR SALE 1999 Toyota Corolla CE 4dr 
sedan white, auto, air condition, cruise 
control, power everything 33,123 miles, four 
new tires under warranty. Call 681 -5896 or 
489-1890       $12,000. E-mail: 
gkundu@gasou.edu. 
1993 MAZDA MX3 black.new tires, 5- 
speed, runs good. 133K miles. $3500 obo. 
Call 852-5186. 
«* QD^FrVT^ER BY RANDY REG1ER 
FOR SALE 1999 Toyota Corolla CE sedan 
33K, air, power everything, cruise, AM/FM 
stereo, new tires and under warranty. 
$12,000. 681-5896 
1993 FORD RANGER 5-speed, toolbox^ 
new tires, mags, runs good. $4,000obo call 
852-5186. 
FOR SALE 1989 Corolla, 160K, auto, AJC, 
new tires and timing belt, runs great. Asking 
$1,900. 764-3230 leave a message. 
80 Computers & 
Software 
FOR SALE color bubblejet printer in 
excellent condition. Please call LeeAnn at 
681-4189. Asking $40 obo. 
90 Education 
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of 
things to do that are educational and fun. 
On-line at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/ 
funstuff/ 
140 Help Wanted 
GSU UPWARD BOUND seeks Resident 
Manager for Summer. Experience, 
bachelors. $2000. Apply: Williams Center 
1026 or 681-5458. By March 16th. 
SUMMERTNTERNSHIPS Earn $3000- 
$7000+ and gain valuable business 
experience working for Georgia Southern's 
Official Campus Telephone Directory. 
Excellent advertising, sales, and marketing 
opportunity. GREAT RESUME BOOSTER! 
Call Renee at AroundCampus, Inc. 1-800- 
466-2221 ext 334. 
www.aroundcampus.com. 
160 Miscellaneous for 
Sale 
FOR SALE Snapper riding lawn mower. 
$300 obo call Stan 681-2348. 
180 Musical 
BLESSING B880 Trombone never been 
used. Comes with case and stand. $1100 
OBO. Call Pam 478-289-9099 anytime. 
190 Personal 
ROOMMATE NEEDED for fall 4 bed, 3 
bath @ $262.50 / month +1/4 utilities, 
washer/dryer, dishwasher and screened in 
porch. Very quiet! Call Kelley 681-4069 
SUBLEASE 1 bed, 1 bath furnished 
apartment starting in May. May rent free! 
Can occupy 1 or 2 people. Rent $340 call 
Farroh 871-6371 in Eagle Villa suites. 
FOR SALE : Matching loveseat/chair $25 
as pair. 13 inehTV with remote $20 Call 
486-7459 
2 FEMALES need 2 male roommate for 4 
bed, 4 bath in Sterling University Pines for 
Fall/August 2001 call B.J. ASAP 871-3274 
220 Rentals & Real 
Estate 
APARTMENTS AND houses for rent. 
Available in August. No pets. 
James Hood, 764-6076. 
BERMUDA RUN apartment bedroom with 
private bath for immediate rent. Need male 
to sublease bedroom $255/month, January- 
August. First month's rent free. Call 404- 
464-8077 (days) or 770-631-4065(nights). 
SUBLET APT. - Seasons Apts. 2 bdrm, 2 
bath, furnished, no deposit, lease through 
May$200/mo. 912-681-2440. 
230 Roommates 
2 FEMALES need 2 male roommates for 
4bd/4ba in Sterling University Pines for fall 
August 2001. Call BJ ASAP 871 -3274. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED starting summer 
2001! Seeking quiet, non-smoking white 
female to share 3bd/3bth apt. Located in 
countryside. Rent$250/mth. Call 489-2371 
for details. 
250 Sports & Stuff 
PERCEPTION WHITEWATER kayak for 
sale. Blue classic style. Comparable boat 
priced at $900. Will sell for $300. Includes 
paddle and flotation bags. 681 -8315 leave 
message. 
290 Travel 
SPRING BREAK Panama City Beach, 
Daytona, South Beach, FI. Best Parties, 
Hotels and Condos. Lowest prices! 
www.myspringbreak.net (800) 575-2026. 
SPRING BREAK 2nd Semester Specials!!! 
Cancun from $439 with the most reliable 
air. Meals and drinks available. Space 
limited, call today. Group organizers travel 
FREE!! 1-800-SURFS-UP      or 
www.studentexpress.com. 
FUN & STUFF VisitourWeb 
site for list of places to visit and things to do 
that are both educational and fun. On-line 
at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/ 
funstuff/ 
310 Wanted 
Italian Tutor Wanted desire someone to 
teach basic italian for our upcomming trip. 
Please call Jim or Margaret Warren 489- 
1121 
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MORALLY SOUND Christian lady wanted 
to sit with 3 children (ages 5,7,10). 8-40 
hours weekly. Pay $25/week 
I 
i Rip Us Off. ■ ■ ■ 
a 
■ ■ 
■ 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
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■ That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a 
\ friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat. 
\ Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks 
■ - actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you 
■ are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section 
■ is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published 
" for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below, 
■ and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in 
■ the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box 
! number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and 
\ staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please 
\ - no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation. 
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AARON, I have admired you since I have seen you in government class. Hope you know who I am. You will know me when 1 smile. -DC 
LAUREN, Thanks for putting up with everything and thanks for listening. More importantly, thanks for choosing me. Happy Valentine's 
Day. 
SEAGLE, YOUR awesome smile and warped sense of humor brings light to my day!  Have and awesome Valentine's day sweetheart! It 
wasn't me - Wdrd! 
LAUREL I Love You. Don't ever forget that and never worry. I miss you every day that I don't see your face. 
CHERMAINE, THIS is just to show you that there is still someone whocares. Happy Valentine's Day! 
APRIL, SERENA, TARYN, ANNA AND KELLEY. Thank you for always being there when I need you most. I love y'all - love LaVene 
DEAR POOSH you make my pooshie catch on fire every time I look at you. Love, other poosh! 
JONATHAN, KNOW that you are everything to me, my best friend, my rock, my love eternal, I am yours always- Love Morgen 
JEFFERY YOU are a great friend. I thank God for the love you have shown me. No matter what, we will always be special friends. 
TO SUSAN and Little T- you two are the greatest chics in the world! Meggan 
LUCY, THANKS for always being there for me through thick and thin. I will love you always and forever. Happy Valentine's Day Lucy. 
DEAR DELVTN, today I want the world to know how much I love you. You are a gift to my life! 
BARB, GERT, LUCY AND JEWELS thanks for bieng the best friends ever. Love, Krusti 
CARL A.K.A Christy you are an Angel in disguise. You satisfy our mind body and soul. Thank you for those wonderful months and those that 
will come. 
CHrTTY-CHFTTY-Bum-Bum with Love! 
KELLEY, Thanks for the great advice and continuous love! -Justin 
BRAD I just want you to know that I love you soo much. lam glad that you are finally here. I hope that I am everything you ever wanted. 
LEIGH-ANNE, I did write this one! HAHA You are one sexy chick! Come over to T.C. # 76:) - Hot Boy 
DANA, May your marriage go great! Love Ya! -Justin 
ERIN, you are the best friend that I could have ever asked for. I love you! -Justin 
DAVID, Thanks for being a great boss! - The G-A crew 
ADAM, I can't believe it is finally happening. You have made all my dreams come true. God has blessed us in so many ways. Love, Sweet 
Pea 
MORGEN, OUR adventure has been fun and crazy. I love you so much. You're so great! Just remember, Punta Cana is in 25 days. Jonathan 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY LEX. I love you and only you. Love always, your girlfriend Kimmi 
LAVENE, Thank you for six and a half years of love and devotion. I love you from the bottom of my heart. David 
ERIC, many people have dreams and goals and never pursue them but I am trying to make my dream a reality. Will you be my Valentine? 
VICTOR, YOU warm my heart each day. Being with you has been wonderful. I Love you and Happy Valentine's Day! 
AKANE, Thanks for being all the things I wanted and more. You are my Boo for life and then more. 
RAY, IN know we have some problems right now but I love you with all my heart. Happy Valentine's Day Sweetheart. 
CHRIS YOU have been there for me through good and bad times. I thank you for everything-1 love you very much! 
TO ERICA my Bright dawn know that i Love and I am thinking of you on this special day. I hope you enjoy going home. 
(JUSTIN MY HUSBAND) We have had our ups and downs but through it all we are still together. Let's start working on the kids. Love 
forever and always, the Wife. 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY to my buddies! Shada, Donna, Beve (in Savannah) Kim, Tiffany, Calvetta and the Crystals. Love you guys. 
Pimp hard, pimp harder 
MADD LOVE TO ALL THE WWF'S who have made the grind the hottest thing since pennicillian 
FOUR YEARS AGO I was blessed with your love. Today say thank you for being the wonderful Man that you are. I love you Reggie 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY MUCH LOVE TO MY GIRLS AT CC#ll2 Joi, Tashisa, Kia, Angel, Cresta, Twyla and Helen! Wishing you 
all love throughout the day. 
LET'S MAKE today and everyday a love expedition for the rest of our lives. Happy Valentine's day, I love you lots , from Louis 
22 YEARS is a long time to love someone. I thank God that his love is everlasting. 
TO BRAD: Happy Valentine's Day! Love, Meggan 
CHIPPER is ohhh sooo sexy! Happy Hearts Day! I love you! 
BRITTNEYI love you so much. You bring me so much joy. I thank God for you every night. I love you. Happy Valentine's Day. Dustin 
TO HUTT(MON) Thank you for being a kind and loving husband. I will love you always. Love Tiffany. 
KA$H25, YOU are my friend and I will always be "by your side." I will love you always and forever.  From T61 
TO JAMIE M, I have NO self defense, I've fallen for you! Your Secret Admirer 
MR. ED wil you be my Valentine? I just wanted to say thanks for all that you do. I am lucky to have such a great guy. Love, Brittany! 
JENNY, Even though you take up all the bed at night and I have to sleep halfway in a chair you are worth it. Love Zack 
DAVID, You have always meant so much to me. You are my heart and my soul. I Love you - Love LaVene. 
WENDY Happy Valentine's Day may your day as well as your birthday be smooth and cool. 
TO THE GSU Chapter of the NAACPI want you to know that I love you very much. Keep up the good work! 
CHACE AND MATT know that even if you cant steal someone heart in time for Valentine's Day you will always have mine - Love Morgen 
BONTTA, THIS IS for you, just to brighten your day a little more because you are that one shining star in my sky. Happy Valentine's Day. 
THE ANGEL of my dreams. The beauty I see with my eyes. The other half of my heart of my heart. Love is now in my life. Love Beans. 
EDWINDI have had fun chillin' with you these past days. Hope there are many more to come. Happy Valnetine's Day Love Angelica. 
I AM THE MOON, you are the sun, if i never met you no day would be fun. be my Valentine! 
RANDOLPH, JON, AND ERIN ~ Thank you for being the best friends a guy could ask for! Love, Me! 
TO MY FAMILY, Valentine's day is a wonderful way to say I love you all. Each day I thank God for you guys! 
TO MY BROTHERS IN PHI SIGMA PI I want to wish you all a happy Valentine's Day! 
LAVENE, DAVID, JUSTIN, NICK, AND MICHAEL, I am glad to still have all of you in my life. I love you guys. 
KELLY L. SMITH - Happy Valentine's day to the most precious angel that I have ever been blessed to meet. With Love! 
MY LOVE FOR YOU goes on forever and today I want to show you what you mean to me. Have a great day. Love you! 
LEROY (DREADS) you know I am there to talk to. Hope we can talk tonight and I will give you what you wanted Sunday. 
TONY, THANKS for all your love and support. You are so patient and understanding. I love you "3". 
TO my sweet adorable loving friends Tyesha and Ebony. I hope that you have a great Valentine's Day. Stay sweet and remember that you 
can't please everyone. 
JAY H, I heard once it was better to have love and lost than to never have taken the chance to find out. I'm so glad I told you. Love, me 
TODD, Happy Valentine's Day My Love. You have made my life so wonderful. My only hope that i make you as happy as you make me. 
HEY LAUREL, I know we just met but I can't stop thinking about you. Not that I want to ! Love ya beautiful! 
MARTIN YOU mean the world to me. lam looking forward to sharing many more memories. I Love You 
WE LOVE YOU JASON J. Love always, Jodi and Ms. Pez. 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY CHASTTnY! This is our first together and definitely not our last cause this will last forever. Love you baby! 
CHUCK, Thank you for loving. Words cannot express how much I love you. You have all of me. I adore you. 
WE share true love a love that is meant to last for a lifetime. Let's keep our love strong. I will love you for always and forever. 
TAY-TAY, BON, NAY, LOUIS AND MR. KEITH, thanks for being my family away from home. Happy Valentine's Day Love, Angel. 
KT, I love you til sis. I am glad you are here. Please don't move. You are the greatest Love, big sis. 
LEIGH-ANNE, You are one sexy thing, Love, Your Secret Admirer 
MDXE, the better I know you, the more I love you. Four years already together and it is only the beginning. I love you. 
TO KHIMBERLII wish you a happy valentine's day with all my heart. KG 
TO THE memebers of Alpha Phi Omega -1 love all of you very much. We are leaders, friends, but most of all we are Brothers! 
MY HEART is filled with love and only meant for you. Today I want to pour it all out and give it to you. Love You. 
MY EVENING CREW AT HENDERSON LIBRARY is as always the best! Most sincere thanks to Alex. Aquintha, Clanailya, Darren, 
Felicia, Kasinda and Keesha. From Peggy Lee. 
ZACH, I love you very very much, love always, Your Pooh Bear. 
TO ZAXBY'S EMPLOYEES, I love you guys. Love, Maya 
SHELLEY, We'll always have our men in Oz. Happy Valentine's Day!!! Love, L.A. 
